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Introductiou 
‘Data types bear the same relationship to programming formalisms as relational 
structures bear to first-order languages. If we identify data types and relational 
structures, a comparative study emerges between programming formalisms and 
first-order languages. 
Whereas definability by first-order formulas has been studied for a long time 
now, and extensively covered in first-order model theory, only in recent years have 
questions of definability by programs been considered. Interest in these questions 
is largely due to developments in the area of program semantics and veritication. 
But this part of theoretical computer science is still in its infancy, and much 
mathematics remains to be done before some of the questions are fully understood. 
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The focus in this report is on definability by deterministic ‘recursive programs’ 
and ‘iterative (or flc?w-chart) programs’, which are undoubtedly the two most 
familiar programming formalisms. We only allow conventional instructions, i.e. 
simple assignments and atomic tests, in these programs - leaving for future research 
programs with more general instructions (such as random assignments, first-order 
tests, and others). The crucial difference between recursive and iterative programs, 
which will be exploited again and again throughout the paper, is that the first may 
use unbounded storage space while the second may not. As the theory develops, 
we shall also need to distinguish between programs that are equipped with ‘counters’ 
and those that are not. Restricted programming formalisms, such as ‘loop-free 
programs’ or ‘truth-table programs’ (which compute an output value by a finite 
table look-up), will be considered as the need arises. 
The paper is organized as follc us. In Section 1 we define the general setting for 
the study of program definability in first-order structures, used in this report and 
the forthcoming [ 131 and [ 141. 
The remaining sections in this paper primarily deal with two kinds of program 
behavior over first-order structures: 
( 1) every program has a uniform bound on the length of its terminating computa- 
tions, i.e., every program has the ‘unwind property’, and 
(2) every program is equivalent to one which has a uniform bound on the 
length of its terminating computations, i.e., c~cry program ha\ the ‘truth-table 
property’. 
WC first dev&p tools for the examination of these two behaviors relative to the 
programming formalisms mentioned above. These are the characterizations given 
in Theorems 2.9 and 2.10 (supporting definitions are 2.1, 2.3 and 2.5). Corollary 
2.13 is an interesting model-theoretic consequence. Also based on Theorems 2.9 
and 2.10, Section 3 puts in sharper focus Intiny of the differences between first-order 
quantification logic and prr)gramming formalisms. 
Tho main results are established in Szctions 4 and 5. Here we first prove that 
behaviors ( 1) and (2) coincide for recurs& programs over all structures (Theorem 
J-2 1. Theorems 4.4 and 5.2 together say that these two behaviors rclativtl to iterative 
programs oscr computable structures also? coincide, buf even over A’,’ strucfurtfs, 
they do not. What is more, I’lworems 4.9 and 5 I togcthcr say that if these two 
hchzviors do not coincide rclativc to iterative programs o\‘er a structure with 
‘infinite chains’, then this structure cannot be arithmetical. 
Theorem 5.1 na lirst cstablishcd to settlc (in the ;\tfirmati\~c) the following 
prc~blem, “Does there oxist ;i first-order structure over which (a) every iterative 
program is equi~~~~’ _.,cnt to a loop-free program, but (h) not every iteraaiye program 
‘IlnwiPd.,‘, 1.0. runs in 2 !-,c>unded number of steps?” 
In the f~?llow-up paper [I_?] WC: con:;idf:r again sorr, of tl~e~;- questions, but only 
15 ~CII pr!,gr:.l-.’ .l.r.~ arc r.Cstric‘tcci tc: c‘cjmpufe fofll! iunctions. The resulting theory is 
ill!f;cicrltlv &tfcrcnt to justify ;I SC~!;~~S;C trcatmcnt. 
I’ .b c 
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The proof techmques we use are for the most part a mixture of recursion theory, 
model theory, a new version of the ‘pebble game’, and some careful programming. 
Interestingly, the techniques in [ 131 are less recursion-theoretic and considerably 
more model-theoretic, drawing heavily on questions of ‘type omission’ and ‘type 
realization’ relative tu sppropriately defined types (namely, r.e. sets of quantifiea- 
free formulas). 
Some of the results in this paper were presented in outline or without proof in 
[l l] and [12]. Several earlier reports have also in one way or another contributed 
to the ideas developed here; most noteworthy are the papers by F. Abramson [l], 
E. Engeler [6-8, and others], and J.C. Shepherdson [20]. 
1. Preliminary definitions and results 
The general settirlg of this paper is de5ned by the iollowing concepts. 
1.1 Data types. We take a data type % to be an object of the form 
%=(A;-,$ ,...) r;;fp )..., ff) 
where A is a set of individual elements, * iy the equalitv relation (different for, the + 
metatheoretic =), and rf, . . . , rt ; ff, . . . , ff’ are primitive relations and functions 
on A, each with a fixed arity >O. A data type ?I as just defined may be viewed as 
a one-sorted (first-order) structure. The sequence T of prir&tive relation and function 
symbols, namely T = (rl, . . . , I-,,~ ; fl, . . . , f,,), is the similarity type of ‘21. 
1.2 Programs and program schemes. Given a similarity f:ype 7, associated with 
some structure ‘9, we consider two classes of program schemes: iterative program 
schemes and recursive program schemes. An ‘iterative program scheme’ can 
be drawn as a flow-chart which only mentions relation and function names 
from r; whereas a ‘recursive program scheme’ can be drawn as a flow-chart 
which may also mention in its instructions names of program schemes (including 
itself). 
Program schemes can be with or without counte.-s. Unless we explicitly specify 
it not to be the case, WC assume throughout this paper that all program schemes 
arc equipped with counters, i.e. that elementary arithmetic is part of their contrcl 
structure. 
We can formally define an iterative (or flow-chart) program scheme 5; - with in;rut 
variables {X],_YZ,.  . , .Q), k 20, and over similarity tYPc 7: 
Vl 9 l . . , hdfb.. . , f,l) - to be a finite flow-diagram built up from two kinds of 
instructiuns: ass+ ,.,,llents and tests. In the following definitions we assume we have 
an infin?, supply of program variables {yi i i E w} and counters {ci 1 i E w}. InPl!t _ZC$i d 
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program variables are assigned values from the universe A of a structure %, whereas 
counters are assigned values from Fd (the set of natural numbers). 
( I) An nssignmerzt instruction can take one of the following forms: 
J 
r1.2) [ L’ :W,,l, ).... U,I-] 
1 
where f’~ {fl, . . . , fil}, j 3 0 is the arity of f, and L’, u I, . . . , L‘, E {y, Ii E to}; 
1 
t1.3, c, :=q 
CJ 
1 
( 1.4) [T] or [Gj or p] . 
1 J J 
~otc that counters do not ‘communicate’ with input and program variablcq. Also 
as+nment instructions do not change the values of input variables, only the values 
of prop-am variables and cciuniers. 
t2\ A lest irzstrzwthz can take one of the iollowing forms: 
1 
f-(1*1, I’;, . . . , I’,) 
i2.2) R 
Defirzuhility o!+ programs 
where ul,. . . , UjE{yiliEOl}, rE{rl, l s - 3 r,} and j 2 1 is the arity of r; 
Yes 
To complete the specification of program scheme S we require that it (as ;j 
flow-diagram) have exactly one entry point labelled with input variables x l, . . . , sk ; 
and each of the exit points of S be labelled either with a variable in {yi 1; E o} from 
which an output value is to be read off, or with a sliecial instruction DIVERGE 
which stands for any self-loop: 
DIVERGE = 
The presence of DIVERGE in our programming formalism will allow us to simplify 
several statements of later results. 
If we give to each relation and function symbol appearing :n S its proper meaning 
in structure ‘!I, we obtain an iterutioe progrum over 91. (or more simply, an iteratiue 
‘1!Lprogmtn) denoted by S”. Clearly S?’ defines a k-ary (partial) function on A. We 
denote the computation of S”’ on input (cI~, . . . , ak) E d‘ by SS’(nI, . . . , ~7~). The 
computation S”(nl, . . . , ak ) corresponds to a unique path, possibiy infinite, through 
the flow-diagram of S; and a step in the computation is any instruction along the 
path thus determined. (The results of this paper apply only to deterministic pro- 
grams.) 
The dornah of a program S”’ with input variables s ;, . . . , Sk, denoted 
donznirz (S”‘), is the set of all input vectors cc E A” for which S”W converges. We 
say that S” is total if domnirz (S”‘) = Ak. 
Sometimes we wan! program S?‘[ to define a k-ary predicate on A. In this case 
we do not need to label each of the exit points of S with an output variable, the 
predicate thus defined by S” being dornain(S”‘j. (Our convention here is different 
from the usual one, which defines a k-ary predicate by a tot21 function : Ak -+ (0, l}.) 
A rccrtrsive program scheme S - with input variables {xl, x.~, . . . , xk} and over 
similaritytype =(r,, . . . ,r,,,;f,, . . . , f,l ) - is more gem rat than al iterative program 
scheme in that it allows in an assignment instruction of +he form (1.2) the function 
symbol f to be also the name of a program scheme (possibly S itself). An apparently 
more general notion of recursive progidm scheme’ also allows i!i a test instruction 
of the form (2.2) the relation symbol r to be the name of a program scheme (possibly 
S itself) with each of its exit points having a label from {yes, no}; however, in the 
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presence of the equality relation r~=. and two distinguished elements (identified with 
‘yes’ and ‘no’ respectively), there is no loss of generality in restricting recursive 
calls to appear in assignment instructions only. 
More on the classical theory of program schemes can be found in [2, 4, 10, 151. 
Remarks on terminology. (1) For clarity in the text we try to reserve the word 
*recursive’ to qualify program schemes and programs. A ‘partial recursive function’ 
on III will be called a computable fwzction on N, which may or may not be total. 
(2) Also, somewhat unconventional, we take the word ‘partial’ to mean ‘non- 
to:;al’. 50 that when we talk about a ‘function’ without further qualification, the 
function is either ‘total’ or ‘partial’ but not both. 
1.3 Programs with parameters. The collection of all program schemes, whether 
iterative or recursive, in a fixed similarity type is recursively enumerable. When 
we talk about ‘all iterative (recursive) %-programs’, we thus talk about the countably 
infinite set of all iterative (recursive) program schemes S interpreted in ‘8. As in 
common programming practice however, we would like to allow finitely many 
parameters from the universe A of !!I to appear in a program, in addition to those 
included as zeroary functions in the similarity type. 
To write programs over ?I with parameters from a finite subset X = 
{aI, . *. , a,} c A, we have to consider the similarity type of the following structure: 
whcrc n 1, . . . , G, are viewed as constant primitive functions in (‘!I, X!. The similarity 
typz of (71, X) is denoted by 
where @!I is a zeroary function symbol corresponding to constant function a,. If S 
is a program scheme in similarity type T,,, then S”‘+” is a prograrlz oL?er ‘?I with 
parclrwters from X, or more simply a (?I, X)-pwgram. The set of all itr-rative 
(recursive) programs over ‘8 with finitely many parameters is then: 
I “1. Y 1 (S . ’ jS is an iterati :: (recursive) program scheme in similarity 
type 7, of (\!I, X) for some finite X C A), 
which WC shall also call the at of all iterative (recursive) (3, A)-programs. A 
Cl. 4+prcfgram is thus a (3, X )-p;*ogram for some finite X c A. 
It is not on!y for the sake of greater generality that we allow parameters in 
prqram\. Some of the constructions are greatly simplified when we can free11 
mtroducc parameters in programs (as in Section 5 for example); also parts of the 
t41ac r> 10 lx dcvcloped hecome smoother in the presence of parameters (especially 
IfI ttlc C:;isc of J&inability by total programs [113]L 
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1.4 FED’s and RED%. Sometimes program schemes are difficult to work with, 
especially in the presence of nested loops and nested recursive calls. It is often 
simpler to work with their translations into effective definitional schemes, which 
were defined by Friedman [9], and later examined by Shepherdson [2] in great 
detail. An effective definitional scheme can be either functional (abbreviated fed) 
or relational (abbreviated red). 
Formally, a fed F over similarity type T = (rl, . . . , rm ; fl, . . . , f,J and with input 
variables {xl, . . . , xk}, is a recursively enumerable sequence of ordered pairs. Assum- 
ing F inznite, we can write it as follows: 
fi !xr, . . l ,Xk)=(((Yi,ti)liEW), 
where ai i!: a finite conjunction of atomic and negated atomic formulas, and C~ is a 
term - botk. Ni and ti being over similarity type 7 and containing no free variables 
other than {.I 0 . . . , xk}. When F is finite, we write 1c = ((cY,, ti) 1 i E I) for some initial 
finite segment I c W. 
If we interpret fed F in a structure 3 we obtain a function F” : Ak + A whose 
value at (a,,. . . ,( &/V is: 
i 
fA(&, . . a, Q), where i E o is the smallest index 
F’)‘(a,, . . . , ak) = for which ‘$1 t=ai[nl, . . . , ak], 
i undefined, otherwise, 
where tt’ is the interpretation of term ti in 31. 
Friedman’s original definition of a red is identical to the definition of a fed, except 
that the second component ti of each ordered pair (cyi, ti) is now from the set 
(yes, no}. Following our treatment of program schemes in 1.2, our approach is to 
associated a red R with every fed F, by omitting second components of ordered 
pairs; that is, corresponding to the fed F above, we have the red R : 
K (A- 1 ) . . . ,Xk)=(LYi[iEO). 
The relation R” is clearly {a E A’ [ F”!a ) defined}. 
WC say that program scheme S(x 1 . . . , xk ! and fed FLu 1, . . . , xk ) are %equiuak?~t 
if program S’. computes function F”’ on A. And we say that S and F are equivalent 
if they are $I-equivalent for every structure 3. (We assume that S, E and ‘8 are 
all in the same similarity type.) 
The important fact “linking program schemes and 
proof can bc found in [20]. 
fed’s is the following one. A 
(b) Gicm a~ arihtrary fed F, we can efectiuely fin.d a recrtrsir?e ymgrarn schernc 
S with cowlters which is equicalerlt to I;: 
In view of this basic result, if we are given a program scheme S, we shall write 
f&l(S) and red(S) for the corresponding (effectively defined) fed and red. The 
simplicity and convenience of working with fed(S) or red(S), instead of S itself, is 
illustrated by the proofs of Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8, and Corollaries 2.11 and 2.12 
below. 
wt: can now consider any program, or program scheme, and view it as a definition 
by (yrossibly infinitely many) cases -this is what a fed is. And if this definition 
comprises infinitely many cases, then these must somehow be effectively generated. 
This leads to another advantage of working with fed’s and red’s, instead of program 
schemes, as explained next. 
Given a structure 9[, an informa? algorithm over ?I is any well-defined, effectively 
gcner ated, possibly infinite, sequen(:e of instructions which: 
t i) assign to variables (or memol.y locations) values from A, 
1 iit amend values stored in variables using the primitive functions of ‘?I, and 
ri,i) direct the flow of computation by testing values in variables using the 
primilivc relations of ??1. 
Ftjr book-keeping purposes, we allow an informal algorithm to also use counters, 
and the basic arithmetical operations and relations on counters; that is, elementary 
arithmetic is part of the control structure otf an informal algorithm. (This explicit 
use of counters is not essential, because an informal algorithm is any etfectively 
gcncrated sequence of instructions, and any book-keeping purpose involving natural 
numbers can be absorbed into the effective jseneration of the instructions.) Finally 
WC stipulate that an informal algorithm over ‘!I has a fixed number k 2 1 of input 
W-iahlcs, and one output variable; a computation by the informal algorithm can 
hc* carried out whenever k input ~alucs frcxn EI are given, one for each of the input 
\ :iriahlcs. 
it is casilx shown that any such informal algorithm (‘forr,ializcd algorithmic 
prcxcdurc’ in 191. ‘countat+ algorithmic procedure’ in [2O]) can be translated into 
;W ctfcctive Miniti~~n ‘by (possibly infinitely many) cases. And therefore any such 
inftrrmal algitrlthm over i!l can be also translated into a recursive program over !?r 
ixith c~~untcrs), by L.5 aboc’c. 
Further. !f an informal algorithm as described above can be shown to USC 
WII!~ finitclv many variables or mcmor>* locations, then it can in fact bc &Lx- 
ti4y translated into an itcrativc program. The convenience of working with 
mformal algorithms is illustrated bv the proofs of I_cmmas 2.4. 2.6. and 3.7. and 
Thcw-cm 3.9. 
2. Algebraic characterizations of the unwind property 
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A loop-free program is not necessarily total, since some of its exit points may 
be labelled with the special instruction DIVERGE. 
2.1 The unwind property. An iterative (or recursive) program S” with k 3 1 input 
variables unwinds - or equivalently, program scheme § unwinds over structure 91 - if 
there is a n EN such that for all input values a E Ak, if S”‘(a) converr,:es then it 
converges in fewer than n steps. 
If 9 is a class of ?l-programs and every program S” E 9 unwinds, we say that 
?I has the zmwimf property for Y. In this paper 9 will be typically the ctass of all 
iterative %-programs or the class of all recursive %-programs; in [13] we restrict 
these classes to programs that are total or whose domain p. zre first-order definable 
in 91 . 
Two programs Sy and S?;’ are equivalent if S‘i)’ and Sy compute the same functicln 
over the universe A of 91. The proof of the next result is straightforward, ;lnc! 
therefore omitted. 
2.2 Proposition. rf’m iterative or recursive program S”’ rlrzwirzds then 9” is uqrtiva ht t 
to a loop-free program s”‘. 
The converse of 2.2 is not generally true; that is, there is a structure ??I and P 
‘!l-program S” such thai S” is equivalent to a loop-free ‘&program, but S” doss 
not unwind. For example, it is not dithcult to write a total iterative program over 
the structure ??(\,, =(N; e; SIICC, 0), call it P, which computes the product of tws 
natural numbers. Such a program P cannot urwind over \s&, (non-trivial verification 
left to the reader), nor can it therefore unwind over any expansion of !?Zo. Now 
consider P over the expansion 311 = (f%; 2; X, +, SLKC, 0) of !Vo: P’ does not unwind 
over 31’, but is nonetheless equivalent to a loop-free program over !Jll, since P 
computes one of the primitive functions of !J?i (namely x ). 
Forthcoming results are stated in terms of the following c Jncepts. 
2.3 Definition. (a) Structure ?I is locally firzite if every non-empty finite subset of 
A generates a finite substructure of 91. 
(b) Structure ?I is lrrriforrnZy locally finite if for every k Z- 1 there is a II E N 
(,possibly depending on k) such that every k-generated substructure of ‘!I has at 
most 11 elements. (‘k-generated’ means finitely generated from k distinct element.) 
Given similarity type 7 = (rl, . . . , r,,,; fl, . . . , f,l, and input variables x = 
(Xl, . . . , .yk >, we detine the set of all x-terms inductively as follows: 
(1) X1,X&. . .) ,xk are all x-terms; 
(2) iff E{fh. . . ,fJ is a j-ary function symbol, j 2 0, and tl, . . . , t, are x-terms, 
then so too is f(tl, . . , , !J 
A szrbterm of a term t is one produced in t he course of constructing z inductively 
using rules (1) and (2) above. 
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We define in a natural way a function rarlk from the set of x-terms to N: 
( 1) if t is a variable or a 0-ary function symbol then runk (t) = 0; 
(2) if c is of the formf(ti, . . . , t,), j” 1, then 
rank(t) = max{rarzk(tl), . . . , rank(ti)}+ 1. 
If there is some f of arity >O, it is easy to check that rnrzk is onto N. 
Given an x-term t we sornetimes exhibit explicitly the variables by writing t(x) 
or E(xl,. . ,. , A-&). And if !?I is a structure with similarity type 7, the interpretation of 
t in ‘ZI is denoted t” . 
For convenience in the next and later proofs, we define the ‘distance’ from an 
arbitrary u E Ak to an arbitrary h E A. If 6 is not accessible from a, then distance (a, b) 
is undefined, otherwise; 
~~i.stmm(a, 6) = irzf{rank(t) / t is a x-term and t”(u) 2 6). 
it is easy to check that if distmcv(u, b) = rl then for every rn c II there is an element 
I* E A such that distnrzce(u, c I= m. 
Proof. Suppose ‘?I is not uniformly locally finite. This implies that 
3k VIZ 3.1 E A” [the substructure generated by u has more than II elements]. 
I’his in turn means there are elements a E AL and I:, E A such that the distances 
from a to h are arbitrarily large; that is, we cannot put a uniform bound on the 
XihJeS of dismm (a, h). (Of course this is generally true only if ‘!I has finite similarity 
typl<. which is our standing assumption throughout the paper.! 
We next observe that we can effectively enumerate all loop-free program schemes, 
with input variables {_I~, _Y?, . . . , sk, .rk + 1) and 111 the similarity type of ?I - say thi:; 
0rc3ncration is: Q,j, 01, . . . , Qi, . . . , i E CO). Further, given any Q1 and any input 
UL/?,~EAL *I, it is decidable (relatij ‘2 to the ‘oracles‘ we have for the primitive 
r&~tions and operations of ‘3) which of the following two cases holds: 
IIG is not gcncrally decidable in the presence of loops. 
We now describe an informal algorithm P over ?!I, which will turn out rtot to be 
cquivallent o any loop-free program over ‘$1. P executes the following steps: 
1 I I The input to P is arbitrary a E A’ and h E A. 
i 2 I P cfectively cnumcrates all 0 l, . . . . .vh j-terms in order of non-decreasing 
r:l:lks - \a~ f,,, rl, . . . , t,, . . . , i E W. 
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All that is required in this step is a procedure (in fact an iterative program) 
which effectively lists a.11 x-terms, using the counters of P and based on some 
appropriate arithmetiz2tion of x-terms (syntactic objects). 
(3) Every time a new x-term ti is generated in step (2), P computes the value OI 
$(a) and compares it with 6. If t?(a) 316, P proceeds to generate x-term ti+l in 
step (2); if t”(a) fi 6, P computes runk(ti), which is exactly distance(a, b), and then 
goes to step (4). 
(Note that all that is required to compute the rank of ti (a syntactic object) is 
some iterative programming on the counters of P. Further, if 6 is not accessible 
from a, then distance (a, b) is undefined and P will never reach step (4), and therefore 
diverge; however, because % is not uniformly locally finite, for every n E w there 
are Q E A” and b E A such that distance(a, 6) = n.) 
(4) Let distance(a, 6) = n. P now generates the nth loop-free program scheme 
Q, (a syntactic object) using its counters, and then runs (2:: on input (a, h t If 
0: (a, 6) converges, P diverges; and if @(a, b) diverges, P converges - this it+ an 
effective step, since it is decidable whether 0:: (a, 6) converges or not. 
A simple diagonal argument shows that P is not equivalent to any @. for 
QE{QiJiEw}. 0 
To prove the counterpart of 2.4 relative to iterative programs, some additional 
machinery is required. 
With every x-term t we can associated a finite dag (directed a cyclic graph) G,, 
with as many input nodes as there are variables and 0-ary function symbols in t, 
and with exactly one output node labelled with the full expression for t. For example, 
if r and g are 0-ary and 2-ary function symbols, respectively, then we can represent 
;he (sl, .r+term g(c, g(g(c, xl), ~1)) by the following dag: 
Strictly speaking if nodes ~1~ and ~4; are illcidcnt to node v in this dag - and ~41, ~2, 
c are associated with terms al, tZ, g(rI, f2) respectively -we should label the edges 
(u I, c) and \:12, 1:) with i and 2, respectively , corresponding to the order of the two 
arguments in g (t 1, t2). For our prese;lt purposes however, we may ignore the ordering 
of edges iv’ ‘dent to the same itode in G,. 
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We define the pebble compfexir), of t as follows: 
pehhlE(r) = minimum number of pebbles required to pebble G,, 
i.e. to reach the output node of G,. 
The rules of the ‘pebble game’ are briefly explained in Appendix 1; a more thorough 
exposition can be found in [ 181. Note that the count for pebble(t) corresponds to 
the number of program variables only (i.e. excluding inrut variables) used in t!le 
course of the computation. 
We shall later consider subsets of the set of all x-terms llccording to the number 
cVf program variables used by an iterative program scheme. We thus define for each 
I 30 .:he set of all l-x-terms as follows: 
{t 1 r is a x-term and pebblE (t) 5 I}. 
The following are basic definitions for this paper, formulated in terms of the 
syntactic notions introduced above. We also repeat the definitions of 2.3 but 
(Merently. 
2,s Definition. (a) Structure ‘!l is locally j’hite if for all k and all a E 5k the 
following set is finite: {P(a) 1 t is a .u-term}. 
(b) Structure \!I is iocally _/kite rw.t. (with respect to) bow&d spw if for all k, 
for all 1 and for all a E A’ the following set is finite: {r”(a ) 1 t is a k-term}. 
tc) Structure ‘?I is rrtzi_fortd~ loca!ly fit&) if for all k there is a tI E N, and for all 
a E A’ the following set has at most tz elements: {t .“(a ) it is a x-term}. 
(dj Structure ‘!I is rrnifot-tdy locdy ,fitrite 
for all 1 there is a II E % and for all LI E Ak the 
(f ‘I c1 )’ I is ;l L.r-term). 
1tq.r.t. korrtztit~ti spnc~ if for all k and 
following set has at most tl elements: 
In relation to en iterative program scheme S, we do not need to consider the set 
of ali x-terms, and may restrict our attention to the subset of all I-X- terms cwherc 
I is the number of program variables in S). Thus if T is some subset of the .r-terms, 
tyically the set of all k-terms for a fixed 1, many of our definitions will bc 
rel:ltiiized to 7: For cxamplc, the distance from a E A’ to II E .la relative: to 7’, 
i~~rittcn iisfritu I (a, 1~ 1. is gi\.cn by: 
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This means that there are elements u E Rk and /J E A such that the distances 
from a to h (relative to I-x-terrs) are arbitrarily iarge. If T is the set of all 
I-x- terms, we cannot put a unii’orm bound on the vaties of distmw&z, h). 
As a consequence, for all /z ECM there are a E Ak and h E A such that 
distancer(a, h) = n. 
As in the proof of 2.4, we consider a fixed effective enumeration of all loop-free 
program schemes, with input variables {XI, . . l , .G, xk f I}, with no more than I 
program variabks, and in the similarity type of ?I- say 00, Q1, . . . , Qi, . . . , i E W. 
Given any Qi any input (a, 6) E Ak+ ‘, and exactly I program variables, it is decidable 
(relative tr, the ‘oracles’ for the primitive relations and operations of 91) whether 
Q” (a, 6; converges or not. 
The informal algorithm P over ‘!I, to be described next, will not be equivalent 
to any loop-free 0” with Q E {Q, 1 i E w}. If w:: can restrict P to use no more than 
I program variables, and this will require some extra care, then we conclude t5at 
there is an iterative program over 91 with 1 program variables which does not 
unwind. 
P carries out the following steps: 
(1) Tlie input to P is arbitrary a E Ak and 1~ E A. 
(2) P effectively enumerates all I-x- terms in order of non-decreasing ranks - saq 
lo, t 1, . . . , tj, * . l , i E O. All that is required in ihis step is iterative programming on 
the cotinters of P, based on some appropriate arithmetization of the Lx-lcrms 
(syntactic objects). 
(3) Using I program variables, and every time a new /-.u-term t, is generated in 
step (2), P computes the value df i,“(a) and compares it with h. If t:‘(sr 1 NJ, P 
proceeds to generate I-x-term ti., 1 in step (2); if f;‘(a) ===h, P computes rmk (t, 1 
which is exactly distnrzw&z, II) then goes to step (4). 
(To compute t” (a ), at most I program variables are required. Once it is computed 
&a ) is stored in one of the I program variables, say y 1; then we store in one of 
the remaining (i - 1) program variables, say ~2, value b [initially assigned to input 
variable Xk_+.1); and then we execute the test instruction ‘yl”- ~2’. This shows :hat 
P needs to use at least two program variables. We can assume that 1 g? 2, because 
if ?!I is rwt uniformly locally iinite w.r,t. space = 1, then neither is it w.r.t. space = 1’ 
for all 1’ 3 1.) 
(4) [-et dismucct-(a, /I) = II. P IIW generates the ~zth loop-free program scheme 
Q,, (a syntactic object) using its counters. The 1 prneram variables of P are next 
?[ 
used to simulate the computation of 0:: on (a, b ). If Q;, (a, h ! con\rerges, Y divergc!~l: 
and if Qy: (a, h) diverges, P converges. 
Remaining details are similar to those of 2.4. 3 
WC now turn to the converse of Ixmmas 2.4 and 2.6. First, we int;i>duce ii few 
additional technical definitions. 
Let ‘?I be an arbitrary structure with similarity type 7. Let T he a subset of ihe 
set of all (sl, . . . , .vL )-terns, typically the set of all Lx-terms for some fixed E. The 
srrbstructzm generated by a E Ak relative to T is a partial substructure % of !?I- 
defined as follows’: 
1’1) The universe B of 8 is {t”(a)lt(x)E T}. 
: 2) For every relation symbol r E T, rR is the restriction of r A to II% c A, i.e. 
yB = rA 1 lE3. 
(3) For every function symbol f E T of arity i 2 0, and every t;“(a), . . . , tP (a) E B: 
f%Va), . . . , t4W)= 
fA(f3a), . . . , tt (a)), ifj(tdx), . - . , t#)j E T, 
undefined 
9 
otherwise. 
Let us denote the substructure 21 generated by a relative to T by sub(a, 7). 
Note that sub(a, T) is a substructure of 91 in the usual sense, i.e., sub(a, T) is not 
pa.rtisl, if T is the set of all (x1, . . . , xk)-terms. 
we now define an equivalence relation -T on Ak relative to T; namely for all 
a, b E Ak : 
(I - rb a suMa, T) isomorphic to sub& T). 
We denote the equivalence class of a E A” with respect to Lo by [al-r, SC> that 
Ak/--,-={[a)rlaEAk}. 
If ‘!I is locally finite and T arbitrary, or if ‘?‘I is locally finite w.r.t. bounded space 
and T a subset of I-x- terms for some 1, then sub (a, T) is finite for every a E Ak. 
If 9 is uniformly locally finite and T arbitrary, or if ‘?I is uniformly loca!!y finite 
w.r.t. bounded space and T is a subset of I-x-terms for some 1, then there is an 
upper bound II such that lsuh(a, T)l s II for every a E A”. This means that the 
equivalence relation z-r has finite index in this case -a fact we use in the next 
kmmas. 
Proof. Identical to the proof of 2.8 below, except that S is a recursive program 
scheme and T is the set of all x-terms. !I! 
input variab Icsx = (s 1, . . . , .\k ). 
\t.hcrc each ~z,(x) is a finite conjunction of atomic and negated atomic formu\as in 
t:triablcs x = i.ul, . . , , xr,). We also assume that red(S) is infinite; when rcdtS1 is 
firlitc. the proof to follow bccomcs trivial. 
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The effective enumeration of red(S) corresponds to the effective enumeration 
of all finite paths (not necessarily consistent) in S, whose endpoint is not DIVERGE, 
say: 7rQ, rl* l . l 9 7Ti,. l l 3 i EU. So that computation S”(a) follows path 7rTi and 
converges iff II1 t=a&z]. We can always assume that for i # j, ai is not consistent 
with q(x), i.e. 3x [ai A q(x)] is a ContradictEon. 
It is easily seen that S” unwinds iff there is a n E w, such that for all a E Ak : if 
91 I=ai[U] then i < 12. 
Since S is iterative, all terms appearing in red(S) are Z-x-terms fcr some fixed 1; 
more specifically, the set 
U = {u 1 u is a x-term which appears as an argument of an 
atomic or negated atomic formula in ruci(S)} 
is a subset of the set T of all Z-x-terms. 
?I being uniformaly locally finite w.r.t. bounded space, Wk/--7. has finitely many 
equivalence classes. To complete the proof it suffices to show that S” unwinds 
when input vectors are restricted to any one of these equivalence classes X E A’/- 7.. 
This is easily verified since for all a, b E X, sub (a, T) and sub !b, T) are isomorphic 
finite substructures. Iz1 
Ws can now state the main results of this section. 
Proof. The first double implication follows from 2.4 and 2.7. As for the second 
double implication, the right-to-left direction is obvious. For the left-to-right 
direction, suppose that there is a recursive program P over YL, with input variables 
{.Yl, . . . , sk) and parameters (a 1, . I . , a,,}, which does not unwind - call this program 
P(Xl,. . . ,.Xk, al,, . . , a,,). It is easy to check that program 
&.x1,. . . ,X’k,.i-k+l,. . . ,x’k+,l ) without parameters does not unwind either. n 
A familiar example of a uniformly locally finite structure is a distributive lattice 
?I= (A: -h; u, f-$ I n particular, the structure 
where N’ = N - {O}, gcd (m, tl) = greatest common divisor of m and t1, km (m, rz) = 
lesast common multiple of 1~ and n, is a distributive lattice - and therefore has the 
unwind property for all recursive programs, with or without parameters. Any 
expansion of !I;+ has the same property as long as the uniform-local-finiteness of 
‘!?’ is not violated; thus for instance, the following expansion of Yl’: 
where .Y 1 y GS divides y, has the unwind property for all recursive programs with 
or without parameters. 
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2.10 Theorem. Structure 91 is uniformly locally finite w.r.t. bounded space ejevery 
iterative program over VS unwinds @every iterative program over ‘8 with parameters 
unwinds. 
Proof. The first double implication is a consequence of 2.6 and 2.8. The right-to-left 
direction of the second doublt: implication is obvious; as for the left-to-right 
direction it is proved as in 2.9. Cl 
Any structure which is uniformly locally finite is of course uniformly locally finite 
w.r.t. bounded space too. In the next section we givt.: a natural example of a structure 
which is uniformly locally finite but only w.r.t. bounded space. 
We ‘.low draw some conclusions concerning definability by programs versus 
d.:finability by first-order formulas. 
As usual we say that a k-ary predicate X on A is parametrically definable in ‘);)I 
if there is a first-order formula $(x1, . . . , sk, y 1, . . . , y,,) and parameters b = 
c/i 1*..., h,,) E A” such that: 
X={alad and \!I != $[a, b]). 
If II = 0 we say that X is defirlnhlr in ?!t, i.e., without parameters. A k-at-y function 
S from Ak to A is (parametrically) definable in ?r if Y, as a (k + 1 )-ary predicate, 
is (parametrically) definable in ‘!I. 
Proof. The right-to-left dire&x? in both (a) and (b) is true whether or not ‘?I is 
uniformly locally finite. If 4 is the qtiantificr-free formula defining X, we first 
transform rl/ into a disjunction of conjuncts; i.e., @ = ljll v $2 v l l 9 v (1/,, where each 
r$, is a conjunction of finitely many atomic and negated atomic formulas. Then we 
write a finite wJ, namely: 
which defines the same predicate OWJ $1 as the original formula $. By 1.5 and the 
cr.i;uing discussion; we can find a recursive program scheme (in fact, it will be a 
icxjp-free program scheme) equivalent to red (t_/~, . . . , 1/1,, ).
For the left-to-right direction in both (.a) and [I>), wc first unwind the recursive 
program scheme that computes X over \!I, then find the corresponding red using 
! .5. This will by a trite red, say 
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2.12 Corollary. Structure 91 is uniformly locally finite w.r.t. bounded space. 
(a) A predicate Xon ph is computed by an iterative program over ‘%tiXis definable 
in ?I by a quantifier-free formula. 
(b) A predicate X on /4 is comptited by an iterative program ooer 91 with 
parameters eX is parametrically definable in % by a quantifier-free formula.. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of 2.11. Details omitted. El 
In the preceding two corollaries the left-to-right implications are all true if X is 
a function (instead of a predicate) on A, because any finite fed with input variables 
x = (~1,. . . , xk), say: 
computes over structure ‘$I the function defined by the quantifier-free formula: 
We may assume with no kss of generality that CY 1 is inconsistent with wi, for i f j. 
On the other hand, if X is a function, the right-to-left implications in the preceding 
two corollaries may or may not be true. A trivial counterexample is given by the 
structure (IV; =, a), where u is a binary relation 01 N such that a(nz, n )a m + 12 IZ ; 
then the quantifier-free formula a(_~ I, x2) defines the successor function, while there 
is no program over (NJ; =, CF) with one input variable which computes the successor 
function. 
In Section 4 WC show that the converse of 2.11 is also true; namely, if the set 
of predicates computable by recursive programs over structure ?I is identical to the 
set of predicates definable by quantifier-free formulas in ?t, then ?I is uniformly 
locally finite. Interestingly however, the examples of Section 5 will show that the 
converse 0\f 2.12 is rrot true in general. 
We close this section with a connection between the unwind property and 
K,,-categoricity. A first order theory T is &_ categorical if all models of T of 
car dinality Ho are isom( l rphic. 
We denote the theory of structure ?I by Th(?lj, which is the set of all first-order 
sentences true in ?I. 
2.13 Corollary. ?I is OII arhtrarv srmcturc. If Th(+?l) is &categorical, ?I has the 
WI witld property for all rl cursice programs, with or without parameters. 
Proof. By 2.9 it sutrices to show that \!I is uniformly locaily finite. The present 
I>’ )uf is strictly model-theoretic, and based on the characterization of &-categorical 
theories (Theorem 2.3.13 in [_S]). 
Suppose there is a k-tuple Q E Ak such that a generates an infinite substructure 
of %. There is then an infinite set of x-terms, say (ti Ii E o}, such that ($ (a)1 i E o) 
is also infinite. We can choose the terms in (t, 1 i E o) so that tC(a ) + tf” (a ) for i f j. i 
Let the value of f:(u) be hi E A. . 
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Now ior every i #j, the type of (a, bi) is different from the type of (a, bi), since 
we have: . 
13, a, bi)kti(x 1, l l l , &)h-Xk+I and (%,a, b+=ti(xl,. . . ,xk)#xk+l 
while on :.he other hand: 
Hence ‘8 has infinitely many types in variables {X 1, . . . , xk, xk+l) and its theory 
cannot therefore be &-categorical. 
Suppose now there are k-tuples an, al, . . . , ui, . . . E Ak such that the substructure 
generated bj* ai has finite cardinality ni and that no < n 1 c t22 < l l l c ni < 9 9 l . This 
means that the type of ui is different from the type of ui, for i # j’. Hence 38 has 
again infinitely many types in {x 1, . . . , xk), and its theory cannot be &-categorical, 
We conclude that if Th(‘8) is No-categorical, 81 is uniformly locally finite. c1 
Many of the familiar &-categorical first-order theories do not include function 
symbols in their language (see for example [Sj), and therefore models for such 
theories do not have primitive functions -. only primitive relations and constants. 
Over models of this kind we cannot ‘compute’ new values from given input values, 
and therefore all programs trivially unwind. 
A familiar &-categorical theory, which includes a function symbol in its language, 
is the theory of Abelian groups with all elements of order y. Such groups have 
therefore the unwind property for all recursive programs, with or without para- 
meters. 
Questions of ‘saturation’ and ‘&categorcity’ will play a much more interesting 
role when we study structures 91 with the unwind property for total programs 
and/or for programs whose domains are first-order definable in 3 [13]. 
3. A structure with the unwind property for every iterative (but not every recursive) 
program 
The structure 3; = (N: -2, g, 0) we now define is not locally finite, but is nonetheless 
uniform& locally finite w.r.t. bounded space. Hence this is an examle of a structure 
ft~- which every iterative program unwinds, but not every recursive program does, 
by Theorems 2.9 and 2.10. This, together with the fact that the theory Th(‘!c’) of 
3 turns out to be decidable, will allow us to put in sharper focus some of the 
differences between definability by programs and definability by first-order 
formulas. 
The universe M of 3 is the set of all natural numbers. The function g: N +i+J-+ N
is defined bv: 
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The structure !Jl is essentially the ‘o-chained complete binary tree’ T defined in 
Appendix 1. The function g relative to U is the following map: Given two nodes 
x and y, if there is a node t with a plain edge from x to z, and with a dashed edge 
from y to z, then g(x, y) = z - otherwise g(x, y) = 0. 
Proposition 3 in Appendix 1 shows that \31 is uniformly locally finite w.r.t. bounded 
space. 
It is easy to see, however, that % is not locally finite (w.r.t. unbounded space); 
in fact the entire universe of \3l is generated by element 0: 
f+J={tN(0)It( ) x is a x-term in similarity type of 9). 
We can say more about structure Yl. 
3.1. Lemma. There is a recursive program over 9, call it SUCC, which computes 
the successor function on N. 
Proof. The recursive Y&program SUCC is given in Fig. 3.1. It is not difficult to 
verify that the recursive ‘J-program of Fig. 3.1 defines the successor function 
SUCC:N+N. 0 
Since iterative programs using ‘successor’ and ‘constant 0’ (in assignments) and 
‘equality’ (in tests) suffice to define all the computable functions on N, we now have 
the following result. 
3.2 Proposition. Every comprI table function on N is computed by some iterative 
program over the s!ructure (N; ==, SUCC, g, 0); put differently, every computable 
func tion on N is computed by some !&program wit?1 at most one recursive subroutine. 
The preceding result is not true in general; that is, there are structures ‘8 with 
universe A = N such that not every computable function on N is computed by some 
recursive ?I-program. Howeve?, if we know that every computable function 0 on 
A = N is computed by a recursive %-program then 0 is in fact computed by some 
91 -program with at most one recursive subroutine. 
We now turn to the definability in structure \31 of functions computed by iterative 
and recursive !&programs. First, we prove a lemma, which is also of independent 
interest. 
3.3 Lemma. The theory Th(!N) of structure !I{ is decidable. 
Proof. This consists in interpreting Th(Y?) into the theory of Presburger arithemetic, 
Th(N; 1; +, SLICC, 0). That is, given any sentence (7 (in the first-order language of 
32) we effectively find another sentence 6 (in the first-order language of Presburger 
arithmetic) such that: 
!U I=(T iff (N; 2; +, succ, O&G, 
Since the latter is decidable, we conclue that Th(%) is too. 
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function WCC: input .Y 
& 
, 
y := 0; u := 0; 0 := 0; w := 0 
Yes no 
u -O? 
V 
9 
z := g(w, Y) 
I 
Yes 
l output 2 
no 
I 
Yes 
4 
O? 
IlO 
If e 1 
t c I- V 
If 1 := u 0 := 
4 
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.where pred is the predecessor function, which is definable in (N; =; +, succ, 0). 
Remaining details are left to the reader. U 
It is worth noting that Th(Y1) does not admit elimination of quantifiers. Indeed, 
the set of even numbers is definable in Yl by the following formula q(y): 
3x- [g(x, y)+O A g(x, g(x, ywo1. 
q(y) is not equivalent to any quantifier-flee formula (proof left to the reader). 
3.4 Proposition. (a) Every function on RJ computed by an iterative 91 -program is 
definable in YZ by a quantifier-free formula. 
(b) There are functions on N computed by recursive %-programs which are not 
definable in %I by any first-order formulas. 
Proof. (a) This follows from the fact that !‘l is uniformly locally finite w.r.t. bounded 
space and 2.12. 
(b) Suppose that every predicate computed by a recursk !&program is definable 
in \3l by a first-order formula-and we shall get a contradiction. 
Let X be a r.e. but not decidable subset of N. By 3.2, X = domain 6”) for some 
recursive %-program SJ’ with one input variable. Let G(s) be the formula which 
defines X in 32, so that for all IZ E N: 
!? I- *[II] iff S”‘( n ) converges. 
Since II EN is accessible from 0 by finitely many applications of the function g, 
$[u] can be replaced by a clostd formula rl/,* in the language of 92. Hence (,kI E Th(‘Jl) 
itI $“(,I j cokerges, but the former is decidable while the latter is not - a contra- 
diction. CI 
Let us point out that not every function on N definable in \35 by a quantifier-free 
formula is computed by an iterative %-program. For example, it is not too difficult 
\ check that the predicate defined in !I{ by the quantifier-free formula +((xl, x2, y ): 
is a single-valued predicate, and its domain is all of NX N (we use here Rogers’ 
terminology [ 191). That is, JI defines a total function f such that for all al, az, 
h E N: \3l I= $[a I, a2, b]@f(a lr a2) == 6. Function f is not computed by any loop-free 
program over ‘3j, nor is it computecl by any itllrativc program over %‘. 0n the other 
hand. ;ince the predicate defined by ~5 is decidable, f is computed by some recursive 
progrsm over 91, by 3.2. 
In view of the preceding results, it remains to investigate the class of functions 
defined in \31 by quantifier-free formulas, as well as the class of functions defined 
in !)r\ by first-order formulas in general (not done in this paper) - 41 of these functions 
being computed by recursive programs over %. 
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What we have now established is the folllowing proper inclusions: 
{functions computed by iterative programs over Yl} 
s {functions definable in !I{ by quantifier-free formulas} 
YZ {functions first-order definable in ‘37) 
s {functions computed by recursive programs over Yl}. 
If we denoted by %o the structure (N; 6; succ, 0) and by 3& the standard model df 
arithmetic @I; fi ; x , +, 0, 1) we then have by contrast the following results: 
{functions first-order definable in 910) 
G {functions computed by iterative programs over \Jto] 
= (functions computed by recursive programs over YZO}, 
The above proper inclusion follows from the fact that the first-order theory ot \310 
is decidable, while there is an iterative program over ‘310 whose domain is not 
decidable, i.e. which computes a r.e. but not recursive subset of N. (Details are 
omitted.) On the other hand, since iterative programs over Y10 suffice to define all 
the computable functions on N, iterative programs over 910 ‘can compute as much 
as’ recursive programs over Yi, - thus establishing the equality above. We also have 
the following (known) results: 
(functions definable by first-order existential formulas in Yr’,} 
= {functions computed by iterative programs over \22 1) 
= {functions computed by recursive programs over \!Z J
s: {functions first-order definable in 91). 
4. The truth-table property 
As pointed out in Section 1, programs can be viewed as etiectivc definitions by 
~poss:bly infinitely many) cases. One natural restriction on such effective definitions 
is to bound memory, corresponding to the class of iterative progr’ams. Another 
natural restriction is to limit such definitions to finitely many cases, corresponding 
to the class of loop-free programs. 
Since an effective definition by finitely many cases is none other than the usual 
notior: of a truth-table, we introduce the following definition. 
4.1 Ddinition. Let 9 be a class of programs over structure ‘?I. We say that ‘!I has 
the trutii-t&e property for P if every program in 9) is equivalent to a loop-free 
program 0x72~ 3.
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Clearly if ‘8 has the unwind property for a class P of programs then ‘$?I has the 
truth-table property for 9, but not necessarily the other way around. 
4.2 Theorem. Structure ‘3 has the truth-table property for all recursive programs ~921 
has the unwind property for all recursive programs. 
Proof. The right-to-left implication is obvious. For the converse, we assume that 
there is a recursive ‘&program which does not unwind. By 2.9 V.I is not uniformly 
locally finite. We can now adapt the proof of 2.4 where we showed that if ‘?I is not 
uniformly locally finite, we can construct a recursive a-program which is not 
equivalent o any loop-free %-program. III 
A slightly different and somewhat longer proof of 4.2 was given in [ 111. 
The counterpart of 4.2 relative to iterative programs is not true in general, unless 
the primitive relations and operations of structure Vi are assumed to be effective 
(Theorem 4.4). 
For the next definition we identify the universe A of structure ‘3 with the natural 
numbers N, or with a recursive subset of IN. 
4.3 Definition. Structure 91 is &, for some i E (0,l) and n i:_ w, if the primitive 
relations and operations of 91 are &. If 3 is 3: = &, we also say that YI is computable. 
If ?l is 412 for some n E w, 91 is c~rithmetical. If 21 is d :, 91 is hyperariihmetical. 
Since our standing assumption is that the primitive operations of a structure are 
always total, there is no loss of generality in ignoring the case when these operations 
are 1:: or il::. Indeed if f is a k-ary operation of 91 such that the predicate 
‘f(xl, . . . , sk) =sk+ 1’ is Ez, then its complement 
‘f(x 1, . . , ,X&Xk+l N (3y)[f(x,, . * - ,XkPY AY+Qktll 
is also XII, so that it is itself &. 
4.4 Theorem. Let 3 be a computable structure. Then 21 has the truth-table property 
for all iterative programs @‘?I has the unwind property for all iterative programs. 
Proof. The right-to-left implication is obvious. For the converse, we prove the 
contrapositive statement: If there is an iterative %-program which does not unwind, 
there is an iterative ?I-program P which is not equivalent to any Ioop-free %- 
program. 
By 23 ‘?I is not uniformly locally tinite w.r.t. bounded space, and therefore 
3k 31 Vn 3a E Ak I(t^(a) 1 I is a I-(x 1, . . . , x&m-n)> n. 
If T is the set of all I- (x 1, . . . , xk)-terms, this means that for ali yt E CL) there aa-c: 
a F Ak and b E A such that distcjnce&z, 6) = n (see the proof of 2.6). 
Iterative program P performs the following steps (omitted details in (1) are 
identical to those in steps (l), (2j and (3) of 2.6): 
11) Given arbitrary inputs a E Ak and 6 E A, P effectively enumerates all Z-x-terms 
T = {ti 1 i E O} in order of non-decreasing ranks. If and when P finds a term ti such 
that tt (a) * 6, it computes rank(ri) = distance&z, 6) and stores this value in 
counter c. 
12) P enters a subroutine p which uses only counters, with c being its input 
counter. p is chosen so as to compute some r-e. but not decidable predicate. If and 
when F converges, P stops its operations. 
As in the proof of 2.6, P is an informal algorithm over % that operates within 
space = I. It corresponds therefore to an iterative ?I-program. Further, it is easily 
seen that the (k -t- l)-ary predicate on A computed by P is .Z: but not Jr. Cn the 
other hand, any loop-free %-program computes a A: predicate on A, since ?I is 
A:‘. Hence, P cannot be equivalent to a loop-free %-program. q 
The prtzceding result is best possible, in that there is a & structure @ (i.e. @ is 
computable relative to the diagonal set K) which has the truth-table property, but 
rlat the unwind property, for all iterative progrilms. The construction of @ is given 
in Section 5. 
4.5 Corollary. The following arc equibdcnt stattwents : 
(a) Smrctrue % is uniformly locally finite ; 
(b) 11 predica fe Xon A is computed by a recrmiw p,v3grarn owr % CQ?C is defirlalde 
iri 9 bj a quantifier-free fornwla ; 
(cl cl predicate X on G is coinprrted by a recwsiw yrograrn otw ?I with parcmieters 
C3X i.v pcrrmictricdl~ definable in ?I by a qitantificr-free Ji)rnuh. 
Proof.b The quivalence of (b) and (c) is easily established and left to the reader. 
That (ai implies (b) follows from 2.11. It remains to show that (not a) implies (not 
hi. Rtit this ;c a straightforward consequence of 2.9. El 
Proof. This follows from 4.4 The details arc similar to the proof of 4.5. 3 
For the reasons mentioned after 2.12 (see also the counter-example givei] after 
X4), the two preceding coro3u-its are not gencrallv true if we substitute ‘fur;,cticn’ 
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for ‘predicate’ in (b) and (c) of each of 4.5 and 4.6. However, they are true if we 
also omit the right-to-left implication in (b) and (c) of each of 4.5 and 4.6 - as one 
may easily verify. 
In our study of the unwind and truth-table properties, structures that are locally 
finite (but not uniformly so) have not played any other than an incidental role so 
far. Forthcoming results will show that the distinction between structures that are 
locally finite and structures that are not, is fundamental for questions of program 
definability. 
4.7 Lemma (a) If structure ‘3 is locally finite, then it is ‘decidable’ whether or not 
a computation by a recursive B-program without counters converges. 
(b) If structure 3 is locally firlite w.r.i. bounded space, then it is ‘decidable’ whether 
or riot a computation by an iterative %wogram without counters converges. 
(‘Decidable’ means ‘decidable relative to oracles for the primitive relations and 
operations of ‘);)I’.) 
Proof. In spite of their similarity, (a) and (bj require different proof techmques. 
The proof for (a) is based on a characterization of the rz-types of locali), finite 
structures as appropriately restricted deterministic context-free sets. Because no 
later result depends on \a), except for 4.8 part (a), we delay its lengthy proof to a 
subsequent report [ 141. 
The proof for (b), on the other hand, uses ideas introduced in this paper. We 
can prove in fact a stronger statement: Let structure 91 be locally finite w.r.t. space 
sI, and Q an arbitrarl, iterative program scheme without ccunters, with input 
variables (s 1, . . . , sk) and 1 program variables. We show the existence of an iterative 
?&program P with input variables {xl, . . . , .Q. }, I + I program variables, and a 
special counter c such that: 
If we run P by assigning arbitrary values a E A” to X, and by storing the 
Giidel number of Q in counter c, the corresponding computation by P 
will always terminate - and the final value in c will be 0 if Q‘!‘(a) converges, 
1 if Q”‘(a) diverges. 
Clearly, part (b) lq,f the lemma will follow from the existence of such a program P. 
Rut note in addition, that P is iterative and uses I + 1 program variables. The special 
counter c may be viewecl as an ‘input counter’, where we store the Giidel number 
of Q (assuming a fixed arithmetization of program sche,nes). 
Informally, P carries out the following steps: 
(1) The inputs to P are arbitrary a E A” and (the Giidel number of) an aribitra-y 
program scheme Q. 
(2) If Q is iterative and without counters, with k input variables and af: most 2 
program variables, P computes the number IQ1 of instructions in Q; otherwise, P 
stops. All that is needed in this step is iterative programming on the counters of P. 
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(3) p starts generating all Z-x-terms in order of non-decreasing ranks -say 
fO9 119 l . - 9 ti9 l - l 9 i E W. Again here, all that is required is iterative programming 
on the counters of P, based on some fixed arithmetization of the set T = {ti 1 i E w} 
of all Z-x-terms. 
(4) Simuhaneously with step (3), as P effectively enumerates 7’, P constructs a 
finite subset U c T such that sub(a, U) = &(a, T). We know such a finite subset 
u exists since 94 is locally finite w.r,t. bounded space. When the construction of 
U is completed P goes to step (S). 
The construction of U = (U 1, ~2, . . . , u,,} is carried out inductively and requires 
no more than (I + 1) program variables. We first set IQ= to. Then if we have SO far 
selected ~1, ~2, . . . , u,,, with u,, = ti, we continue the generation of the I-x-terms 
t I I +l, l-k29 * ’ * until we find tj, with j > i, such that $(u i ti {t&a 1, g . . , u t(a)} - and 
we set u,* + 1 = t;. To test whether tl (a ) & {up (a), a . . , u: (a )}, we first compute tp (a) 
using I program variables and save the resulting value, call it b E A, in some special 
program variable )’ ; we then compute in turn each of II t (a ), ~4 c (cz !, . . . , u :I\,@) 
using the remaining 1 program variables and compare each in turn with the value 
stored in y. 
But this is n ot enough. We still need a ‘stopping test’, which will also guarantee 
that the finite set 0’ constructed so far indeed satisfies mb(u, U) = sub@, 2‘). First 
note that, +YY T is generated in order of non-decreasing ranks, 
distur~c&z r&u )) = rurtk(~) for all 14 E CJ and mr?k(lr1)~rartk(rr7~~ l 9 . s 
rarzkh,,, 1. Second, if there is an element h E mb(u, T) -sub(u, U). then there is a 
term t E T - U of minimum rank such that b c&u). If in addition ril/tk(t)> 
runk (II,,,) this mzans there is a subterm t of t (perhaps t itself) such that rank(T) = 
rmk lo,,, ) + I and ?‘(a) E sz4h (a, T) - sub (a, LO. The required ‘stopping test’ is 
therefore the following: If we have so far selected lfl, lfZ, . . . , If,,, with u,,, = ti, we 
generate a31 i-x-terms t after t, suc:h that rmzk (t) s rcznk(~4,,,) + 1 (there are finitely 
many of them‘;; we then select the first such t for which 
r”(aM(&z), . . . 5 u ;‘,‘(a I} - if no such t satisfies this condition the construction of 
U is completed. 
(51 We now know the number /Qi of instructions in 0, as well as the size of 
.wh(a, T) which is exactly IL!\ = l{if,, . . . , u,~}/ = K Define a state of 0” to be an 
instruction of Qn together with an entry from the set A u{fI} for each of its 1 
program variables. where the symbol L(-r stand*: fur ‘not yet assigned a value from 
A’. Clearly (2”’ has at most IQ1 . (11 + 1)’ states. If, during the computation Q‘\‘(u) 
a state is repeated, then Q’$z) is doomed to loop; i.c., if Q”(u) converges then it 
must hc in --/Qi - i/z -+ 1)’ steps. If @‘(a) coInverges P stores value 0 in couutcr ~8 
*And stops; if @‘(a ) diverges P stores value 1 in I* and stops. 
In order to simulate the computation of Q”l on a, it is clear that P needs at most 
i program variables. L2 
‘II-K next result shows that if there are no elements in the universe A that can 
j2cncrate 01 er ‘91 XI infinite chain (this is N,hat it means for ‘!I to he locally iinite 
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but not uniformly), the presence of counters does add to the power of a programming 
language. A special case of (b) below is proved in [9, Lemma 1.541. 
4.8 Proposition. (a) If structure % is locally j’inite but not uniformly, there is a 
recursive B-program with counters which is azot equivalent to any recursive %-program 
without counters. 
(b) Let structure ‘3 be computable. If ?l is locallv finite w.r.t. bounded space but 
not uniformly, there is an iterative %-program with counters which is not equivalent 
to any iterative S-program without counters. 
Proof. For part (a) we construct a recursive ‘U-program P with counters which is 
not equivalent to any recursive ‘%-program without counters. The construction of 
P here is identical to that in the proof of 2.4 -with the following difference: 
{Qi 1 i E o} is not the set cf all loop-free program schemes, but rather the set of all 
recursive program schemes without counters, each with k + 1 input variables. By 
4.7 part (a), it is decidable: whether or not Q’)‘(a, 0) converges for anv (a, b) E ,@+I. 
For part (b) we construct an iterative %-program P with counters just as in the 
proof of 4.4. At the end we note that the predicate on A computed by P is in 
Xy -3’;. 011 the other hand since the ‘halting problem’ of iterative’ ?I-programs 
without counters is decidable, by 4.7 part (b), any iterative %-program without 
counters computes a 4: predicate. The result follows. El 
In part (b) of 4.8 we cannot eliminate the requirement that ‘structure ?I be 
computable’, Indeed structure E in Section 5 is 32, locally finite w.r.t. bounded 
space but not uniformly, and has the truth-table property for all iterative programs - 
and therefcre any function computed by an iterative E-program with counters is 
already computed by one without coun,,ters. 
It was pointed out after 2.9 that structures such as 
(N’ ; 5, \ ; gcd, km, max, min) 
arc uniformly locally finite. We CM re-introduce (1 in the universe without violating 
the uniform-local-finiteness of these structures, provided we also ex.:end gcd and 
lcrrz to 0 (by setting for example gcd(x, 0) = gcd(O, x) = 1 and r’c111 (x,0) = km (0, s) = 
0). The following expansion of the preceding structures is still locally finite, but 110 
longer uniformly: 
(N; *, I; gcd, 1 cm, mas, min, nit:, mod, pred) : 
where we set (X div 0) = 0 and (X mod 0) = 0. Over this structure, there are functions 
computed by programs with counters which are not computed by programs without. 
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We close this section by showing that if an arithmetical structure 91 has the 
truth-table property for all iterative programs, then ‘8 is locally finite w.r.t. bounded 
space. By contrast we note that we can restate 4.4 as follows: If a computable 
structure $8 has the truth-table property fo all iterative programs, then ‘21 is 
uniforrlzly locally finite w.r.t. bounded space. 
This next result is best possible, in that there is a hyperarithmetical structure T‘ 
(defined in Section 5) which has the truth-table property for all iterative programs 
but is nonetheless roof locally finite w.r.t. bounded space. 
4.9 Theorem. Let structure 91 be mithmetical. If 91 has trut#l-table property for all 
iterative programs, QI is locally finite w.r.t. bounded space. 
Proof. We prove that if ‘21 is an arithmetical structure which is not locally finite 
w.r.t. bounded space, then there is an iterative %-program which is not equivalent 
to any loop-free S-program. 
If ‘!I is not locally finite w.r.t. bounded space, this means there exist a k 2 1, a 
lo 11, and elements a = (a 1, +, . . . , ak) E A” such that: 
Vl 3 l,,(t”(a )lt is a l-x- term} is infinite. 
With no 10% of generality we assume that aI, . . . , ok are zero-ary (COnStantf 
functioins appearmg among the primitive functions of 91. Without this assumption. 
we would prove that there is an iterative ?!I-program with parameters a which is 
not equivalent to any loop-free ?I-program with parameters a - and this result 
would again imply the proposition. 
Since the structure ?!I is arithmetical, any function or predicate on A computed 
by some %-program is also arithmetical, i.e. in -I:: for some 11 E CL). For the rest of 
this proof, if the predicate computed by an %-program P is in $I -411 1, we shall 
say that the tkgrce of P is II ; that is, if dormirz (P) E ill: 4:: 1 then degree(P) = n. 
More generally, if a predicate or a function X is in illi --AI: ], wc shall also say 
that the tlegrtze of X is rz. 
Our goal is to construct a sequence of iterative !!I-programs: PO, P1, . . . , P,,, . . . 
such that dcgrw(P,,) ‘--; tiqyw(P I) 5: l 9 . y-: tkgrw(P,,) * . l * . Since !?I is arithmetical 
this increasing scqucncc must eventually stabilize. More specifically wc shall show 
that if P, is cqukalent to a loop-free ?!I-program, tncn we can construct program 
I’, . ! such that dqyw ( P, + I ) 2 &grw (P, j + I. From this we conclude that there is a 
program P,, in this sequence which is rwt equivzllent to any loop-free ‘:(-program, 
Each program f,t in this sequcncc has one input variable, and uses I,, + 1 program 
variables. The construction to follow will be such that I’() s 1, 5. 9 - . s l,, s l l 9 , where 
I,, is the number mentioned in the opening paragraph of tilt‘ proof. 
For sume 12 I,, consider the intinite s.et 
(f “la ) 1 t is a i-x-W-m}. 
WC first show that this SC! can he ordered, say as bo, I:, Ir . . . , /I,, . . . , i E ti. Relative 
IO :his ordering WC then prove the existence of an ittzrstivc %-program C with one 
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input variable and (I + 1) program variables, which defines the following function 
cronA: 
{ 
6. i+1, ifx =biE{b$Ew}, 
U(X) = 
undefined, if xE{bi)iEw). 
In other words, CT generates an w-chain whose intial point is bo. 
Suppose we have an enumeration of all I-X- terms T = {ti ) i E O} in some arbitrary 
but fixed order. We order the set {bi Ii EW} according to the following inductive 
definition: * 
bi = 
1 
toA(a), if i = 0, 
t:(a), if i # 0 and j is the smallest index such that 
tp(U)&{bo, 61,. l e 9 bi--1). 
We can also define a subnumeration U = (ui 1 i E o} G T such that ~4 A (a) f U: (a j 
for i #j, and u”(a) = bi. 
The informal algorithm corresponding to iterative program C carries ouz the 
following steps: 
(i) The input to C is an arbitrary b E A. 
(2) E starts enumerating the set T of I-x-terms in some fixed c-rder - say 
to, II, - l t . , ,h . . . , i E o. This step requires only iterative programming on the 
counters of S. 
(3) Simuhaneously with step (2), C enumerates U = {uili E co} c T, according 
to the following scheme which requires I + 1 program variables. First C sets ~0 .= to. 
Then if Z has so far enumerated uo, ~1, . . . , u,,~ with urn = ti, C continues the 
enumeration of the I-x-terms ti+l, ti+x, . . . until it finds ti with j >i such that 
t,e(a)&{u:(a), . . . , u~hz)}, and sets I(,,,+~ =tjm (Note that a E Ak are parameters in 
Z.) To test whether ?F (a) @ {ut (a ), . . . , u t (a )}, C computes $ (a ) using I program 
variables, and saves the resulting value in some variable y ; then C computes in 
turn each of u;(u), u;\(u), . . . , u;:(a) using the remaining I program variables, 
and compares each with the value stored in y. 
(4) Every time a new term u,,, E U is generated in step (3), C tests whether or 
not u:,‘, (u ) -rr b. If and when such a term u,,, is found ,’ generates u,+l, returns 
output value &,+I (u) and stops. 
This completes the description of C. With function o (playing the role of 
‘successor’) and b. = t:;(u) (playing the role of .zero’), we can simulate all of 
‘recursion theory’ on {bi 1 i E O} E A using iterative programs only. 
We now describe a related iterative ‘B-program 2, which also uses parameters 
a E A” and has I + I program variables. L!? is essentially C, except that the inputs 
and outputs of ,!? are from the set T of I-x-terms. (An element t of T, a syntactic 
object, can indeed be used as an input or output value once we choose an appropriate 
arithmetization of I-r-terms; so that what is manipulated by J? is not t itself but 
rather its Giidel number, which is stored in a counter and not in a variable.) 2 
carries out the following steps: 
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(1) The input to z is an arbitrary b-term :, which is stored in an ‘input’ counter. 
(2) Using parameters u E Ak and I + 1 program variables, s effectively enumer- 
ates the set U = (ui 1 i E O} c T (just as in step (3) of X). 
(3) Every time a new term u,,, E U is genrated, 2 tests whether or not t = urn. If 
and when such a term u,,, is found, 2 returns output value urn+1 (stored in some 
‘output’ counter), and stops. 
The function 5 computed by z is the ‘successor’ fur! Aon on the set U = 
{ui 1 iE o} c T; that is, for all u,,, E U, G(u,) = u,,,+I. 
We have defined programs C and s, and functions o and & relative to any / 2 10. 
When we consider a specific In 2 lo, we shall call the corresponding programs A’,, 
and $, and the functions they compute o, and &. Similarly the sets U and T 
relative to I, will be called Un and T,,. 
Itisclear that To~T1~--~Tnc-~ since ZO<ll+*m<l,,+*~. Hence we 
also have sub(u, To) E sub(a, T,) E l l l c sub(a, T,,) c 9 l l .’ 
We now define iterative program PO, which uses exactly I,+ 1 program variables. 
PO requires an arithmetization of all iterative program schemes with one input 
variable in the similarity type of llo = (Uo; e; +,, uo) where u. is the first element 
in the enumeration of U. by so. Call the set of all such iterative program schemes 
{Q 1 i E o}. PO carries out the following steps: 
( 1) The input to PO is an arbitrary b E A. 
(2) PO effectively generates the set Uo. If and when PO finds an element iii E UC) 
such that b h- U? (a), PO saves index i and lo-x-term ui, and then goes to step (3). 
This step requires no more than lo + 1 program variables (review steps (l), (2), and 
(3) in C and note how the set c/ is generated). 
(3) PO simulates on its counters the computation of Q~‘o on input rdi. In this 
simulation, whenever 5 is applied to some u E Uo, PO calls iterative ?I-program & 
which uses lo + 1 program variables. If and when Q:‘” (ui) converges, PO stops. 
This completes the definition of PO. Program PO essentially computes the diagonal 
set {ui 1 Qil”(tli) converges]. It is easy to see that the predicate computed by PO, 
domain (PO), is r.e. but not recursive in Uo and do. Since the function ci;o generates 
&, it is readily verified that degree(&) = degree(Uo). We can now conclude that 
degree (PO) = degree (Co) + 1. 
If B. i.s riot equivalent to any loop-free ?I-program, we set PI = PO. 
lf PO is equivalent to a loop-free %-program, call it H, we next define PI such 
that .&Tee (PI 12 degree (PO) + 1. We first modify H by introducing a special counter 
. < C, thcri by adding instruction 17-1 to every exit point, and replacing every 
instruction DIVE;RGE by VIII; and finally by adding OUTPUT c after every 
~~~~=fland ml. The resulting loop-free program k3- is now total and computes a L-- _-J 
It can tw shown that if for some TI, suhln, T,,) is exactly the substructure of \!I generated by a 
relative to all x-terms (so th it also srtb(a. 7’,, I= sub(a, T, +lJ = - * a) then 4.9 is true even if 3 is not 
*~rltmetical. lfcnct the interesting cast’ occurs when the nested sequence: srthta. T(l) C; sub(a, TI) c * * * c 
SIlbIU I- il- . 9 ‘I . * does nor stabilize. 
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function v: A + (0, !), such that fur all 6 E A: 
PO(b) converges e q (b)?? 0, 
PO(b) diverges e q(6) = 1. 
q is clearly decidable relative to (i.e. recursive in) the diagonal set {ui 1 Qf’“(ui) 
converges}, orequivalently the set domain (PO). Clearly also degree (77) = degree (Pa). 
Let IH be the number of program variables in I?, and define II = max{IH, lo}. 
Relative to fl we have the set TI of all II-X- term,s, the subset U1 E TI, and the 
function & which generates U1 starting from ~0 E U1. We define a total function 
+j : UI + (0, 1) as follows: 
ii(u)= 1 0, if q(u*(a))=O, 1, if q(u”(a))= 1 
for all u E tll. It is easy to check that degree(q) = degree(q) = degree(&). 
We now define iterative program P1, which uses exactly I1 + 1 program variables. 
PI uses an arithmetization of all iterative program schemes with one input variable 
in the similarity type of l& = (U1; ^ -; 51, ~0, q). Call the set of all such iterative 
program schemes {Qi 1 i E o}. PI carries out the following steps: 
(1) The input to PI is an arbitrary 6 E A. 
(2) PI Gffectively generates the set UI. If and when PI finds an element 14~ E t’l 
sxh that 6 = fd p (a), PI saves index i and II-x-term Ui, and then goes to step (3). 
This step requires no more than II + 1 program variables. 
(3) P1 simulates on its counters the computation of @ on input ui. In this 
simulation, whenever S1 is applied to some u E &, P1 calls iterative %-program 
& which uses II + 1 program variables; and whenever fi is applied to u E U1, PI 
first evaluates u”(n) using II program variables, then saves u”(a) in program 
variable y, and finally calls loop-free ‘%-program fi which uses y as input variable 
and IH G 11 program variables. If and when Qi’l (ui) converges, PI stops. 
It is easy to see that domain (PI) and the diagonal set {ui 1 Q? (Ui) converges} are 
of the same degree. Further, since ifI effectively generates U1 (relative to the oracles 
for the primitive operations of 521), degree{ U,) = degree (@I). Because domain (PI) 
is r.e. but not recursive in U,, & and q, we have that degreeW = 
mnx{degree (&), degree ($} + 1. Hence degree (PI) > degree (PO), as desired. 
The construction of Pi+1 from Pi is identical to the construction of PI from PO. u 
5. Structures with the truth-table property (but not the unwind property) for every 
iterative program 
In this section we prove the following results. 
5.1 Theorem. There exists a hyprrarithmetical structure ? such that 
(a) Every iteratitje program otvr 2 is equivalent to a loop-free program 0Ller 2; 
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(b) p is not locally finite w.r.t. bounded space, and therefore there are iterative 
programs over 9 which do not unwind (by 2.10). 
We can strengthen (b) by replacing ‘iterative programs’ by ‘iterative programs 
without counters’. 
5.2 Thewem. There exists a Ai structure C5 such hat: 
(a) Euery iterative program over @ is equivalent to a loop-free program over CF; 
(b) CF is locally finite w.r.t. bounded space, bift not uniformly, and therefore there 
are iterative programs over C! which do not unwind (by 2.10). 
The initial motivation to construct structures 5 and @ was to settle a problem 
raised by J. Tiuryn [21] and P. Urzyczjn [23]. It was known that if a structure ?I 
has t’he truth-table property for ali recursive programs, then % also has the unwind 
property for all recursive programs (Theorem 4.2). What are other classes of 
programs for which the truth-table property: implies the unwind property? In 
particular, doe:; the implication hold for the blass of all iterative programs? The 
existence of structures ? and E shows that the implication fails for the class of 
iterative progr:lms. In [ 131 we show that the implication also fails for the class of 
all :c!G; iterative programs. 
We start with the construction of p because it is easier than that of CF. The 
construction of Z’ involves an encoding of the full arithmetical hierarchy, such that 
no iterative program over 5’ can access more than a bounded initial segment of 
the hierarchy, the size of the segment being determined by the storage available 
to the program. Furthermore, using a little more storage than any particu!ar iterative 
program has, the entire computation of that program can be reduced to a single 
question of an ‘oracle’ which the given program is unable to consult. 
We start with a structure T,, of the form: 
‘P 
-C () = (ill; 52 ; succ, g, 0) 
where ID = {II, 1 i, n E W} u(0), 0 being a special element to be identified with 
‘undefined’; 0 is Oo; succ is the successor function on the subset 
VA,, IO, - ’ - , ilr,, * . . } c (ID; and g is the binary function defined in Section 3 on tlx 
subset {Ur,, ill, . . . . !liq . . . } = II9 for each II E w. More precisely, succ (0, = L! and for 
all /z*: 
SllCC ( 11,) = I (12 + 1 jo, if i = 0, a ifi> 1. 
For all a 2 ED, g:ta, 0) = g(R, a) -1.0, and for all YU,, 11,: 
! )I, -19 if r71 = 11 and i = [j/2], gm,, II, 1 = O(,, 
I 
ifrn =rt andi=j#O, 
’ 0, otherwise. 
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Note that the second line in this definition of g is slightly different from that 
in Section 3 ; now the value of g (ni, ni) is no only if i = j # 0. 
Structure 90 may be represented by the diagram shown in Fig. 5.1. It is useful 
to think of SO as consisting Iof one copy of the natural numbers (namely 
10091 0,. . . , no,. . . } which, for convenience, we shall also denote (0, 1, . . . , n, . , . } 
without subscript 0) equipped with the successor function, together with a separate 
copy of the ‘w-chained complete binary tree’ attached to each element in 
(0 1 9 9 9 l l 9 n , . . . ). In Fig. 5.1 all edges describing mappings to J2 are omitted. 
By the results of Section 3 and Yropotiition 3 in Appendix 1, the reduct ((ID; “-; g, 0) 
of 90 is uniformly locally finite w.r.t. bounded space. Hence every iterative program 
over (ID; ==; g, 0) unwinds, by 2.10. On the other hand, iterative programs over 
((ID; e; succ, 0) are powerful enough to define all the computable number-theoretic 
functions. 
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Fig. 5.1. Structure To. 
But structure To itself is not locally finite w.r.t. bounded space. Hence TO, or 
any expansion of ao, does not have the u,iwind property for every iterative program. 
We now introduce an intermediary structure, denoted (TO, F), which is an 
expansion of 50 defined above: 
(To, F) = (ED: ^ ; WCC, g, 0, F). 
F is a unary function on ED which we define by assuming a fixed enumeration of 
all unary arithmetical functions: fo, fl, . . . , fi, . . . . In the presence of the special 
element f2 (‘undefined‘) we can view each ji as a total unary function on 
(0 1 , , - l l 9 12, . . . , f2). We set F(0) = 0, and for all ni E ID: 
F(n ) 
1 
if f;:(rz) is defined, 
otherwise. 
F enumerates all the arithmetical functions, and is therefore hyperarithmetical. 
This &o makes the structure (&, F), and its expansion 2 below, hyperarithmetical. 
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5.3 Lemma. Let P be an iterative program over (30, F), with k 2 1 input variables 
and 13 1 program variables. If the inputs to P are restricted to N = 
10 1 n , . . . ) c ID, P computes a function which is algorithmic relative to the first 
q iriii;eical functions fo, fl, . . . , f&l, where q = 3 9 2”-“- 1. 
Proof. Using Proposition 3 part (1) of Appendix 1, it is easy to see that P with 
only I program variables has access to only the ‘oracles’ for fo, f 1, . . . , fq-l where 
q=3*2’[-“-1. r-J 
Let r : N x N + N be some fixed pairing function, as defined in Section 5.3 of [ 191. 
We extend 7 to iD by letting T(X, y ) = 0 for all x E ID-N and/or y E D-IN. 
Let ~1 and 7r2 be fixed projection functions from N to N such that for all 
m, n EN: r1(T(m, n)) = m and n&(m, n)) = n. We extend ~1 and 7~ to D by letting 
nl(x)=f2 and7;r2(~)=~forallx4ID-N. 
!%lce 7, mI, and 7~ can be cor.lputed by iterative programs over (NJ; 2; succ, O), 
it is an easy exercise to check that they can also be computed by iterative programs 
over To. This also means that ar,y function on D computed by an iterative program 
over 
is already computed by an iterative program over (PO, F 1. 
5.4 Lemma. Any iteratitle program P over p is equivalent to a loop+ee program 
ooer T - when inputs are restricted to N c ID. 
Proof. By the remark preceding the lemma, we may assume that P is a program 
over ( To, F). Let P have k 3 1 input variables and I > 1 program variables. We 
assume throughout this proof that all inputs are from the subset N c ID, SO that with 
I program variabi.es only no value jli E D for i 3 q is ever computed, where q = 
3 . 2” -“_ 1. 
We first transform P into an equivalent iterative program P’ over ?‘. To 
obtain P’, every exi! point of P labelled with ‘output z’ is extended by two loop-free 
programs QI and 02 - as shown in Fig. 5.2. With no loss of generality we assume 
that P has only one exit point, and we write P’ as [P; Q1; @I. 
We next define each of Q1 and 02. By Proposition 3 in Appendix 1, there are 
&u-terms t&x ), . . . , til- I(~ ) involving function symbol g only such that for all IZ E N, 
t3n ) z.2 II, If(lZ 1 fi I1 1, . . , tX 1 (11) -4- 11~. 1. Program 0, has the forr- as shown in Fig. 
5.3. The output of [P; QI] is always in NC 119. What Q1 does is to code the output 
3f P as a value in NC IID. The task of Qz is to decode this value and restore the 
c ;ginal output of P, see Fig. 5.4. 
NOW consider the program [P; a,]. It computes a ‘partial 
&*fll...,f; 1)’ recursive’ function f3 from N” to N u (01, by the preceding lemma. 
This function is arithmetical, say 6 = hxl l . l sk[ff,~r(x 1, . . . , sr,))] for some p E NJ. 
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T inputir,...,xk 
output 2 
0 Q2 
output 2 
Fig. 5.2. I:erativc program P’. 
(For convenience we write 7(x1, . . . , xk) ‘nstead of ~/r( l l l (7(x1, x2), xx) l - . ), xk).) 
Note that 8 can be undefined in two different ways. 8 may be undefined at a 
certain input because the corresponding computation by [P; QJ does not halt; 8 
may also be undefined because one of the primitive functions in [P; Q,] has returned 
value 0 in the -i=ourse of the computation, and the final value of 8 must also be 0. 
In order to find a loop-free program equivalent to [P; QJ, we must distinguish 
between these two different ways of being ‘undefined’-in the first the program 
does not half, in the second it does. 
It is \ orth stressing that ‘8 is partial (fo&, . c . J&)-recursive here is taken in 
the sense ‘8 as a relation is recursively enumerable in fo, fl, . . . , f&l’, and not in 
the sense ‘0 is partial recursive in f~, fl, . . . ,& (see discussion in Sections 9.2 
and 9.7 of [19]). 
There is an arithmetical two-valued function, say fr, which solves the halting 
problem for [P; QJ; that is, for all x1, x2, . . . , xk, fr(&, . . . , a)) 20 if [P; QJ on 
input (xl,. . . , xk) halts, and 4 other&se. This is so because [P; QJ is an algorithm 
relativ\: to {lo, . . . , f&}, and the diagonal set K”oV ‘I*. . . l ‘~1 -I’ of all such algorithms 
is recursively enumerable in {fo, fl, . . . , f&~). 
Let r be the smallest integer such that [3 - 2”-l’-- 1] > max(p, r). By Proposition 
3 in Appendix 1, there are Lx-terms t,(x) and t,(x) such. that t,“(n) h tip and 
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input 2 
A l - ’ Yes )Z .- Z Z-hi2 
b 
no 
YCS 
U := Z' 
? 
? 
v 0 := 
U := g(z,z) 
* 
< '8 1 := ffqU)^f 
. 
. tno . . I 
< V x4-2 
~ Yes ( 
&L(U)^Z) 
no 
T 
V 
I 
V V 
:=4-l 
, 
Z A := ?(U,V) 
r 
J 
8 
output 2 
Fig. 5.3. Program Q1. 
t!$z) c n, for all !I E N. We can now write a loop-free program p over (To, F, 7) 
which is equivalent to [P; Q1] namely: 
F: inputxl, x2,. . 
l ,xk 
Y := 7(x1, . . . , .x/c) 
, 
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input 2 
Yes 
‘2 *- := 2 i=O 
4 
no 
V 4 
u := 7r#); v := 7r*(fl) 
. 
7 
Yes 
V 
z u* := v--o 
no 
-I 
- * 
Yes 
2 ;= t:(u) 4 
. . . . . . 
c 1 z := t,9_, (u) . yes 
no 
V 
e 
f := t,D_1 (u) 
i 
output z 
Fig. 5.4. Program QZ. 
It is easily checked that program [p; QJ over (50, F, r, ~1, m) which is loop-free, 
is equivalent to the original program P. q 
5.5 Lemma. Auy iterative program P over 3 is equivalent to a loop-free program 
(3verS when inputs are restricted to (ni 1 n E o, i <q} c CD for some q E w. 
Proof (outlined). The technique of coding and decoding outputs, in the preceding 
proof, can be applied to inputs. So that given any iterative program P over (30, Fj, 
we can replace it by an’ equivalent iterative program [Qr ;02; P] over 
(To, F, T, rl, r2), where Qr is a loop-free program that codes arbitrary inputs from 
{Hi 1 IZ E W, i <q} into inputs (for [Q,; P]) from {n 1 II E o}. By 5.4, there is a loop-free 
program p over (Z&, F, 7, rl, Q) equivalent to [Q; P]. The desired loop-free 
program equivaleut to the original P is [Q; B]. 0 
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‘IIre proof of part (a) in Theorem 5.1 consists in showing t’% 5.4 and 5.5 still 
hoid when no restr’ction is placed on inputs. This requires a certain amount of 
technical manipulation and is delayed to Appendix 2. 
We now turn to the construction of structure (5. In what follows we use the 
notation *l?k8’ to mean that ‘% is a reduct of ‘23’ or ‘23 is an expansion of %‘. 
We define a countably infinite sequence of structures Yl,, n E o, such that 
zn % n+l. Structure Y?, will be the smallest expansion containing each of the 
structures in {%,I n E 0). 
WCC, 0, f2), where succ is the successor function on N 
nd mw(f2) = R, Let (Pi 1 i E o) be the set of all iterative programs over $10, with 
one input variable, and denote by {& 1 i E W} the set aIf functions they compute. The 
t&ion of the e’s to N is exactly the set of all (unary) computable functions on 
gain here, the elekent a is to be identified with ‘undefined’. 
We define the cumpktion & of a function ~5 as folk)ws: 
if cfi(x) is defined, 
if Q+(X) is undefined. 
Me the hslti~zg function ILh of IL is defined as: 
if *(x) is defined and IL(x) # LI, 
if lb(x) is undefined. 
Xotc that $h i- 3 the campletion of somr iunction in (+i J i E w}. 
7%~ expansion 911 is obtained from ‘J1,, by adding all the completions &‘s t~l the 
primitive functions: 
It is easy to see that every iterative program P over %o is equivalent to a loop-free 
program Q over Ylt : namely, if P computes ~9: Nu {f2}+ N u {a}, and 4 and &’ 
arc the completion and halting function of II/, program Q is: 
input x 
- output 2 
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Assuming that 92, has been defined, we construct he expansion %,,+I 2 ‘3)” as 
follows. {Pi 1 i E W} is the set of all iterative programs over Yl,, with exactly one input 
variable X, each Pi satisfying the following condition: 
If 8 is one of the primitive functions of %, other than suc’c, Pi 
contains no assignment instruction of the fcrm[y~#mless y’ 
is in the finite set E (x) c N, (*O 
where X(n) = 0 and for all x EN: 
and T: NXN-,N is a fixed pairing function. (We write r(ul,, . . . , ak) for 
T(7( l ’ 
l (WO. d, a2) 0 ’ ’ ), dk), and let 7(&J = a& 
Let {$i Ii E w} be the functions computed by the iterative programs over 
‘32, satisfying condition (* I, and {$i 1 i E w} be their completions. Structure ‘32,, + l
is: 
5.6 Lemma. (1) Given an iterative program P with one inptii variable over %,,, there 
is a loop-free program Q over 92, +I which is equivalent to P. 
(2) Every structure in {%,, ] n E W) is Ai. 
Proof. (1) This was already proved above for the case n = 0. For the case n 2 1, 
the proof is similar. 
(2) Structure 910 is clearly A:, i.e. it is a computable structure. It is easy to see 
that the primitive functions of 9, are all computable relative to the ‘halting problem’ 
(the diagonal set K), and therefore YI1 is AZ. 
Assume now that all the primitive functions of %, are computable relative to K. 
We want to show that the same is true of 32,+*. First, it is easy to check that the 
function C is total computable on N u {a). since it 1s defined in terms of the pairing 
function 7. Second, a primitive function of 91 r,+l is the completion I,? of a function 
II/ computed by an iterative program P over YZ,; such an iterative program P uses 
finitely many primitive functions 8 of ‘JZ,, other than succ. Suppose for simplicity 
that P uses only one such function 6, which is assumed to be Ai by the induction 
hypothesis. The following procedure shows that t,& is a (total) computable function 
on N u {a} provided we have an oracle for K: 
(a) Given input x, compute the finite set C(x) - say C(x) = {x I, ~2, . . a , xi): 
(b) Using oracle for K, set variable yl to 8(x,), ~2 to 8(x2), l . . , )‘i fo M.w,): 
(c) Run program P on input x, where @ is obtained from P by repliacine very 
instruction of the form/ y:= @( y’)] by the sequence: 
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. . . 
Yes 
V 
Y 
l - 
.- Yj 
Note that program k in part (c) of the procedure is a program over 920, and 
halting problem is decidable relative to K. II 
Rem&, What we have shown above is that 6 is *weak truth-table reducible’ 
0 via the function E @x [ 19, p. 1 %I), and since 8 is computable relative to K, 
iirc J rel#ivc to K. 
TIN smallest expansion containing every structure in the chain: l 
to 
so 
. 
i?, %,,. IA H,,, @,, * . . be an &fective enumeration of all the primitive functions m 
LJ(I?))+NL~{R) b e a universal function for the 8’s; that ic. for 
its 
‘To make 69 total on w {;I), WC set O(R, x) = 0 for all x. The following is an 
immediate result. 
It is worth noting that the functions on N u (0) computable by iterative programs 
c~er IP&_I(~); -z=; WCC, 0, fl, 0) strictly include those computed by iterative pro- 
rams over 31,. 
A first attempt to define the structure C is to consider (ID: e; pred, g, 0, 01, where 
can kc rcdcfined appropriately to be a unary function (as we did with the function 
in the cast’ of structure 2’). The resulting structure CF would not however have 
the truth-table property for iterative progr.ams, because @ would lack a coding and 
ing capability which is necessary in order to prove the counterparts of 5.4 
.5. Wc need therefore to build into Cc- this coding and decoding capability, 
v iolatinp the local finiteness requirement. 
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Structure @ will be of the form 65 = (&, &, which ts locally finite w.r.t. bounded 
space and has the truth-table property (bui ilot the unwind property) for all iterative 
programs. The redslct Go of (C&, e^) is of the form: 
0 = (IE; ==; pred, pair, proj, g) 
Before defining the universe IE, and then the behavior of the primitive functions 
on IE, we take a look at a subset E c IE. E is the set ~2 all non-empty finite sequences 
of natural numbers, all numbers in any such sequence being distinct: 
E={(uo, . . . , ak)]kN;ao,..., akE~&ai#ajforOaic~j~k}. 
We can partition E into U{Ek 1 k 3 0) where 
is the set of all sequences of length k + 1. We identify N with the subset &. 
The primitive function pred is only defined on the subset IV == &C E; that is, for 
all x E IE, pre j(x j = f2 unless x E N, in which case 
pred(x) = 1 0, ifx =O, x-1, ifxsl, 
where 0 (‘undefined’) is again a special element in IE. 
The prinitive function pair, which is only defined on the subset E c E, is a special 
‘pairing f ;Inction’. It is restricted in a way that makes E. locally finite. For all x, 
y E E, p&(x, y ) = L! unless: x, y E s and there is a k 2 0 such that x(ao, a Ir . . . , ak), 
y = (a,, (12,. . . , &+I), and a0 # ak+l, in which case 
Also, for all x E g we set pair(x, 0) = pair(0, x) = x, which simplifies somewhat the 
constructions in the proofs of 5.11 and 5.12 below. 
To define the behavior of primitive functions pro,’ and g, we need to explain how 
the rest of IE is constructed, The universe IE is obtained from g by attaching a copy 
of the ‘o-chained complete binary trele’ to each element in E. More specifically, 
where we identify E with :A the elements of E indexed with 0. For each x E c, the 
behavior of function g on (x, x1, x2, . . . , xi, . . . } is identical to that of function g 
orl IN as defined in Section 3, otherwise g is undefine& that is, for all xi, !tj E E - (0): 
yj+l, ifx=yandi=lj/21, 
g(Xi9 Yj) = YO9 ifx=yandi=jZO, 
n, otherwise. 
And for all a E IE, g(a, (2) = g(.R, a) = R. 
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The primitive proj is a special ‘projection function’ which operates on two 
arguments, Given a natural number i and a k-tuple y = (~0, al,. . . , U&E 5 we 
nt groj(i, y ) to be the (i + 1)st component of y. But we also want to restrict pro,’ 
in ~~rh a way that, if space is bounded, then proj can only be applied to tuples of 
unded length. To this end, we distinguish a copy of the w-chained complete 
binary tree in E, namely that copy whose root is 0, i.e. the subset 
(O~O~~t.J~,*.~,Oi,~** }. For all X, y E E we now define proj(x, y) = 0 unless: x = Oi 
%nd;E=gu*,a~,..., @ i) E ? for some 0 C i < k, in which case 
Note that an iterative program P over CFO cannot generate more than a finite subset 
of clmenss in 10, 01,02, . . . , Oi, . . . }, and the number of such elements which P can 
nsrate depends only on the number I of program variables used by P, by 
Proposition 3 in Appendix 1. This means that within space ~2 and by means of 
the function PrQjt we can only ‘decompose’ tuples in 5 whose length is uniformly 
bounded by a function of I, 
$48 Lemma. 7714 structure ho = E; 6; pred, pair, proj, g) is locally finite w.r.t. 
bmdeci .qtace. 
PvQ&, Consider the natural numbers in their usual order: 0, 1, . . . , n, . . . . NOW 
apply pair to every pair of consecutive numbers, to obtain elements: (0, l), (1,2); 
2.3) .=**, (II, II + I), . . . . Then apply pair again to every. pziir of consecutive ele- 
ments in the preceding sequence, to obtain elements: (0, 1,2), (1,2,3), 
C3.4) ,..., (tt,n+l,n+2) ,... . And so on. What we generate in this process is 
essentially the ‘infinite rectangular grid CY described in Appendix 1. Upward-going 
describe the behavior of pair, whereas leftward-going edges along level 
ribe the behavior of pred (see Fig. 2 of Appendix 1). 
Consider again the natural numbers, in some arbitrary order: aO, a 1, 
u2 ,..., an,. . . . Applying pair to every pair of consecutive numbers in this 
wqucnce, WC obtain: (ao, al), (a I, a& (a~, ad, . . . , (a,,, a,+~), . . l . Applying again 
guir to every pair of consecutive elements in the preceding sequence, we obtain 
next: (a#,, aI, a& (a ,, a2, a3), . . . , (a,,, a, +], a,, +2), . . . . Continuing this process 
indefinitely, we generate another copy of the infinite rectangular grid 65, except 
that now the elements of level 0 (namely a(,, a 3r . . . , a,,, . . . ) are not linearly stringed 
from right-to-left. 
iking ( 1) of Proposition 2 in Appendix 1, it is easily seen that (IL ==; pred, pair) 
* focally finite. Introducing primitive functions pro,’ and g, the resulting structure 
d is bcally finite w.r.t. bounded space, by Proposition 3 in Appendix 1. C 
The proof of the following result is straightfoward. 
5.9 Lemma. 7%~ redrrct (L; -h ; pair, proj, g) obtained from E. by orniri’ing pred is 
~#~~~?~t?~l~ locally firritc rcxt. bounded space. 
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We are now ready to define structure (5 = ((50, & We assume we have a fixed 
enumeration of the primitive functions of 91,: 80, 81, 82, . . . , Of, . . . , as defined 
before Lemma 5.7. The function 4 here is obtained from the function 0 of 5.7 - by 
turning the latter into a unary function, and restricting it in a way that preserves 
the ‘local finiteness’ of (750. We set &2) = a, and for all (a~, . . . , Uk)i E IE: 
W(ao, l l 9 akh ifei(T(a& . . . , ak)) # 6? & 
&<a, 9 l l . 9 ak)i)= @(r(aO, . . * 9 a&)) s max{aO, . . . , akh 
0, otherwise. 
This definition makes sense because N = E0 is a subset of E. 
There is a subtle point worth stressing about the definition of $. Not only does 
it preserve the local finiteness of CEO, it also forces an iterative program P over E 
to (essentially) compute a function in {@i I E 01. I-Iad we simply defined 
&a0 , . . . , Uk)i) = @(T(ao, . . . , (?k)), such a program P would not necessarily satisfy 
condition (*) given before 5.6; that is, P cmld possibly apply a function 8 tz’ (8i 1 i E W} 
to values outside the set C(X) - assuming for a moment that the input x in P is 
from N = 20 - in which case the function computed by P would not be in (ei 1 i E w). 
Let us also point out that the presence of pred among the primitive functions of 
@ is not essential, because pred is already in the set (0i 1 i E w). We have included 
pred for reasons of clarity and to make explicit the non-uniform local finiteness of 
@. (The same remark applies to the presence of succ among the primitives of ?, 
because succ is one of the arithmetical functions (fi 1 i E w}.) 
Our definition of 6 ma.kes C!! locally finite w.r.t. bounded space; in fact the rcduct 
of @ obtained by omitting the primitive function g is locally finite. Further since 
6 is A: and CEO iscomputabie, (5 = (&, 6) is itself A:. 
It remains to show that every iterziive program over @ is equivalent o a loop-free 
program over (2. 
The three next lemrn,is arc thz= counterparts of 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5 relative to 
structure (25. 
5.10 Lemma. Let P be arl iterative program over CE with k 3 1 input variables and 
1s 1 program variables. If the inputs to P are restricted to IV = &-IC E, P defines a 
function on N algorithmic relative to Oo, 81, . . . , t&l, where q = 3 l 2”-‘I - 1, 
5.11 Lemma, An iterutive program P over E is equivalent to a loop-free program 
over E, when inputs are restricted to : (a ) N = E. c E or (6) Eo v l - - u 2, - 1 C= IE for some 
r E 0. 
Proof (outlined). Let P be an iterative program over E with k 2 1 input variables 
and I L 1 program variables. 
(a) Inputs of P are from &J = go. The crucial fact is that, with this restriction, P 
cannot compute values outside the fo!low!ng set: 
{niInE~o,i<q}u{nilnEhi,i~(?~u~**u(niinE~~ J<q), 
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where q = 3 c 2”-“- 1. This fact is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2 part 
([3), and Proposition 3 part (l), in Appendix 1. 
Heace if the inputs of P are from &, the output of P is a value Vii E IE such that 
H&U l l l u El-1 and i C q. Considering the behavior of g on the o-chained 
complete binary tree (see Section 3), there are Lx- terms to(x), . . . , t&x) involving 
function sym’odl g only, such that 
&+=tZ,f~(fl)-lZ~ ,. . ., 14E_,(n)=n,_*. 
Further rf 
m I := projlO,,, 12 1 
pair 
pair A pair 
such that I’ (HZ,). . . , vzf 1 I e tt. That pohhk (t ) is indeed I is a ccjnsequence of Lemma 
1 in Appendix 1 r Note that m (), tn ], . . . , nzl _. l E EC1 u {r”ri. dr?C! ii there is some nzi Lt fi 
tk3l Iti, ==a for all iq-d. 
Mcncc no matter what the output value 11~ al P is, there is a I-s- term b, E 
E @a* * . . , f,g- I) and a I-(y,, . . . , y+term f such that: 
r! U’b 09 ‘H I . . . . , if21 i !) “- t2, 
lucre ?t?si* . . . l Illi 1 E I,, J {Q}. 
SW WC construct iterative programs over CF: P,,, PI, . . , PI 1, and PI, each with 
inpu! \ariabks, such that if PM I, . . , ddk 1 converges aAd returns output ni, for 
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somea=(al,...,a&&,then: 
&(a) converges and returns output mo (in variable 20, say), 
PI-l(a) converges and returns output ml-1 (in variable z&, 
Pi(Q) converges and returns output i (in counter c j. 
The construction of PO, . . . , Pi.+ and Pi is similar to the construction of program 
[P; Q1] in the proof of 5.4 (details omitted). Hence, when inputs are restricted to 
go, P is equivalent to - schematically: 
7 inputxl,...,xk 
no - .I 
---_,z 
F E I . . := t;-- 10 (fo, . ” . ) 21 . 1)) 
w- 7 
Yes 
V 4 
. . . z := f4E_* (t yzg, , . . , z/_ 1)) 
* . . V ? 
I 
output 2 
When inputs are restricted to N = Eo, each of the programs in !_&, . . . , PI _,) computes 
a function from Nk to Nu{L!}, and PI a function from Nk to (0, 1, . . . , q - 1) - and 
all these functions are ‘partial (&, 8,) . . . , Oq_ &recursive’ by 5.10. 
It remains to replace each plsogram PiE{Po, . . . 9 PI} by an equivalent loop-free 
program Pi when inputs are restricted to N = 2,. We distinguish several cases, the 
first being when all k inputs to Pi are distinct. As in the proof of 5.4 where we 
replaced [P; Q1] by an equivalent !oop-free program, Pi computes function 
AXI l l ’ xk[@p(‘dxl, l - - 9 xk))] for some p E W; and the ‘halting problem’ for p: is 
solved by function Ax1 l l - _..k [&(T(_Q, . . , &))I for some r E w. Given k distinct inputs 
from N, say a(), al,. . , a&], loop-free program Pi encodes them into a Single value 
&, 01, . . . , a& using the pairing function pair; then Pi tests whether 
e,(ko, . . . 9 a&l)) is 0 or 1 - if 0, Pi computes &,((a(), . . . , a&-l)), and if 1, Fi diverges. 
The other cases to be considered are when two or more of the inputs to Pi are 
equal. For example, if all inputs stored in x1, . . , xk_ 1 are distinct, but the inpUtS 
in xk_ 1 and xk are equal, then Pi computes function Ax 1 9 l 9 xk ,[eh(x I, l l ’ t xk I))1 
for some s E w; and the ‘halting problem’ for Pi is solved by function 
AxI*‘* Xk-l[&bh . (. 9 xk-_I\)] for some t E w. 
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We have to consider each of these finitely many cases separately, because over 
Ce we cannot encode k-tuples in lNk whicfl have two or more equal components. 
(b) Inputs of P are from i&u l l l *u h, .I. With no loss of generality consider the 
case when P has one input variable x aud k = 1. We replace P by a program of 
the form [Q,; Q2; P] where Qa is: 
t 
input x 
,yl := proj(O, x); y2 := proj(Ol, x); . . l ; y, := proi(o,+ X) 
and QT is: 
1 iwutyh=..,y, 
i nd every occurrence of x in P is replaced by x^. The term t( ): 1) . . l , y,) in 02 is 
ISenticai to the term Z( yl, . . . s yr) described in part (a), when r = 1. It is easy to see 
that when inputs are restricted tr, 2, u. l l u E,- 1, the inputs of [Q,; P] are all in 
Using the technique of part (a), we can replace [a,; P] by an equivaht 
IMP-free program - when inputs are all in EO u {@. q 
An itefatice program P otter E is equivalent to a loop-free program 
inputs are restricted to : 
Proof. The technique of coding and decoding values not in &u {a}, outlined in 
the preceding proof, can be used here again. Tedious details are omitted. See also 
how the proof tFchnique of 5.4 is adapted in 5.5. 0 
To ~umplete the proof of 5.2, we have to show that 5.12 is true even when no 
restriction is placed on inputs. This requires further technical machinery and is 
dclaycd to Appendix 2. 
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Appendix I: The pebble game on infinite dags 
Some of our results depend on certain properties of the pebble game on infinite 
da gs (directed acyclic graphs). 
‘We consider first one of Cook’s results concerning the pebbling of particular 
finite dags, called pyramids. Pyramids are finite fragments of rectangular grids 
having k input nodes, 1 output node, and a total of k(k + I)/2 nodes. A pyramid 
of size 15 is shown in Fig. 1. 
output node 
input nodes 
Fig. 1. The pyramid of size 15, with 5 input nodes. 
The pebble game on a finite dag 9 is defined as follows. At any point in the 
game, some nodes of 9 will have pebbles on them (one pebble per node), while 
the remaining nodes will not. A configuration is a subset of the nodes, comprising 
just those nodes that have pebbles on them. As usual a legal move consists a placing 
a pebble n on a node v such that all the nodes incident to v have each a pebble 
already on it; pebble v is not necessarily a fresh pebble, i.e., r may be -t ;jebble 
we remove from some node, including possibly from one of the nodes incident to 
v. Note that since an input node u has no nodes incident to it, a pebble may be 
placed on u at any time. 
If the result of such ,a move is to go from a configuration C to a configuration 
C’, we sily that C moves to C’ - and we write 0-C’. A calculation is a sequence 
of configurations, each successive pair of which forms a legal move. 
The pebble game OR a finite dag has usually been considered to study queslions 
of time-space trade-offs. (‘Time’ corresnonds to the number of moves in a calcula- 
tion, and “space’ to the maximum number of nodes m 5: ly configuration in this 
calculation.) For our purposes we may define the aim of the pebble game on 21 
finite dag 9 as follows: If 3 has one output node w, we want to determine a lower 
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bound on the number of pebbles required by a calculation that begins with the 
empty configuration and ends with a configuration containing w. 
1 bnma, Starting with the empty configuration, k pebbles are required to reach the 
output node of a pyramid with k(k + I.)/2 nodes. 
Proof. Restating the lemma, we can say that if IV is the output node of the pyramid 
ofsizek(k+l)/2andCe=(0,C1,C2e...., Clt) is a calculation such that w E C,I, then: 
sup(lClI C E ‘e} 2 k, 
is the number of nodes in configuration C. This is proved by Cook in 
131, in a different context with a slightly different terminology. U 
Before going on to the pebble game on infinite dags, recall that placing a pebble 
on a node corresponds to executing an assignment instruction i:l a program and 
storing the result in a variable (or memory location); while removing a pebble from 
a node corresponds to freeing a variable (or memory location) so that it can be 
rc-used to store another value. 
When 2 is an infinite dag, which may or may not have input and/or output 
nodes, WC modify the pebble game as follows. We are first given a selection of 
k 41 nodes in LZ, called initial nodes, and we want to determine the nodes of 9 
accessible from the initial nodes using no more than a fixed supply of I 2 0 pebbles. 
Although an initial node may have in-degree #O, we can place a pebble on it at 
any time in the course of the game. Further, we cannot place a pebble on a node 
with in-degree = 0 unless it is also an initial node (note the differcn.ce with the 
pehhlc game on a finite dag). The rules for placing a pebble on a node which is 
roof initial arc identical to the rules of the game on a fkite dag. 
Reminder. Whenever we say that node v is ‘accessible’ from a set of k initial 
nodes, we mean it in the sense of the pebble game, and not in the graph-theoretic 
sense that there is a p.ath from one of the initial nodes to ~7. 
We consider two infinite dags, G and U. We shall call G the ‘infinite rectangular 
grid’, and the ‘w-chained complete binary tree’.G and U are best described by 
the diagrams of Figs. 2 and 3. 
Ef c’ is a node on level II > 1 in US, L/‘ has exactly two nodes incident to it, UI 
and II? on level IZ - 1. If L’ is labelled with the sequence of non-negative 
intcgcrs Wt. 111 -f 1, . . . 4 nz + IZ 1, then 14~ and ~1~ aft3 fabelletl with the sequences 
I m. m f 1 t . . . , m -t I: - 1) and (nz + 1, m + 2, . . . , m + II ) respectively. 
If c is if node on level 0 in G, c’ has exactly one node u incident to it, also on 
IcA 0. In this case the labels of t’ and II are two consecutive non-negative integers. 
Nofe that all nodes in G have in-degree = 1 ton level 0) or in-degree = 2 (on level 
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level n 
level n-l 
level 2 
level 1 
level 0 me- 
Fig. 2. The infinite rectangular gi*id G. 
The infinite dag T has two distinct intertwined ‘structures’: the structure of an 
infinite complete binary tree (the plain edges in Fig. 3), and the structure of a 
w-chain (the dashed edges). All the nodes of U, except for 0, have in-degree = 2. 
2 Proposition. Let X = {xl, . . . , xk) be a selection of k initial nodes in the irPfinit4 
rectangular grid, 6, k 2 0. 
(1) If the k nodes in Xare: (ml,. . . , ml +nl), . . . , (mk, . . . , mk +nk), the rrumber 
of nodes accessible from X aioes not exceed K (K -+ I)/2 where K = 
max{ml+nl,. . . , mk +nk). 
(2) If none of the k initial nodes is on /eve1 0 on G, then the rwmber of N&S 
accessible from X does not exceed k(k -+ 1)/2. 
(3) ‘f nil of the k initial nodes are oy1 level 0 of G, and the number oj’availabk 
pebble; is 12 1, then aii no& -s arwcsible from X are on (levei 0, ievel 1, . . . , ICCC~ 
Cl- 1% 
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A 
I *’ 
ds% level n n- -- ’ -C 
. . , . 
. . . . 
. . . . 
level 2 
level 1 
level 0 
Fig. 3. ‘The o-chaikd complete binary tree IT. 
Note that the upper bounds in (1) and (2) above do not depend on the number 
I of available pebbles. 
Proof, For ease of exposition we adopt the following terminology. The line joining 
all nodes on level 0 of G will be called the ‘base’ of G; the line joining all the 
nodes m the set ((i,i+l,..., i +i)ji E N} will be called the ith ‘right diagonal’ of 
‘G; and the tine joining all the nodes in ((i), (i - 1, i ), . . . , i.0, 1, . . . , i - 1, il} will be 
called rhe ith -left diagonal* of G. A right diagonal is infinite, while a left diagonal 
is finite. 
If r is a node in G, let P(r J denote the (infinite) c of ancestors of L! :
Per I= {U E G 1 there is a path from u to LJ}. 
1’) is a pyramid whose top node is t’, together with that portion of the base of 
which stops at the right diagonal containing t‘, as shown in Fig. 4. An easy (but 
act about PC c I is this: If L’ is accessible from a finite selection X of 
s a!! infinite paths containing c must intersect X. 
It is now easy to check that part ( 1) of the proposition is a consequence of the 
~~~~~(~~in~ consideration: No node :o the right of the rightmost left-diagonal inter- 
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Fig. 4. P(o) is the set of all nodes on the boldface lines and inside the cross-hauched arca. 
setting X is accessible from X. (X beng finite there are finitely many left-diagonals 
interjecting X.) If K = max{mr + n ), . . . , nzk + nk}, then the rightmost leftBldiagonal 
intersecting X is none other than tire (Kth left-diagonal, 
To prove part (2) of the proposiiion, a more subtle argument is required. Since 
we now assume that none of the k- initial zYodes is on the base of (6 - and therefore 
no pebble may be placed on the base either in the course of a calculation -the 
argument to follow does not depend on the presence of a base in G (and in fact 
applies to a more general rectangular grid extending to infinity in all directions). 
Let us then assume, in the rest of the present proof, that 63 extends downward to 
infinity. 
l 
Let v be a node in Q;;, and P(v) the (now infinite) pyramid whose rtop node is v. 
We call a connected line across P(v) - made up of segments of vertical and 
horizontal lines, left and right diagonals - a ‘cross -section’ of P(v). Every rectilinear 
segment of such a cross-section joins two nodes of P(v); further, a cross-section 
does not contain cycles (i.e., it does not cross itself). To avoid undlue notational 
details, a few examples will make precise the notion of a cross-section -see 
Fig. 5. With no fear of confusion, we identify a cross-section with all t’+e nodes it 
contains. 
It is not difficult to see that if X is a finite set of initial nodes, then 17 is accessible 
from X if and only if P(v) nX contains a cross-section of P(v). 
More generally now, call a finite set’ of nodes of UZ a ‘cross-section’ if it is a 
cross-section of some pyramid P(v) for some node v. Given an arbitrary cross- 
section y? denote by S(y) the set of nodes accessible from y. If P(v) is the pyramid 
of which y is a cross-section, it is easy to see that S(y) consists of all thle nodes of 
P(c j that are on or ‘above’ y. Using elementary geometry, if y has k nodes then 
the size IS(y)1 of S(y) does not exceed k(k + 1)/2 (assuming no upper bound on 
the number of pebbles available). 
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kg 5. Ihrce different croawxctionc of P(z- ). A cross-section y divides PC c) into two disjoint parts - the 
part ‘above y is finite, the para ‘wder’ y is infinite. 
Ixt X hc an arbitrary set of k initial nodes in (6. Note that a node t’ is accessibk 
from X irtil 1’ is accessible from some cross-skction contained in X. We call a 
crms-section y X ttzaxitnal in X if, given any other cross-section 7 c_ X, 
1 g SC v 3; that is, therrt is no other cross-section 7 in X from which all the nodes. 
c~f SS y ) arc accessible. 
We now 51ave two easily established facts. First, if a node c is accessible from 
A’ then t’ is in fact accessible from some cross-section which is maximal in X. 
Second. if y and 7 arc two distinct cross-sections which are maximal in X, then 
=j F v 0~ 0 bwc Fig. 6) - note however that this does root necessarily mean that 
s n&v] = $4 (Fig. 71. 
Ixt {ys.. . . , y,J be the set of all cross-sections maximal in X = {x1, . . . , xk}. Let 
k, he the number of nodes in yI, 1~ i s II. Clearly y1 US l . u y,l 5 X and k 1 + l . . + 
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Fig, 7. Two maximal cross-sections y and r such that S!y) n.Cfy) f 0. 
k, s k. Moreover the set of nodes accessible from .X is precisely S( y 1) u 0 9 l ‘3 SC y,, ), 
and its size does not exceed: 
[k,(kt+ 1)/2]+ l l +[k,,(k,, + 1)/2]sk(k + 1)/2. 
This upper bound is tight in that there is a set X = {x 1, . . . , sk} (namely when X 
is a straight hbrizontal cross-section) from which exactly k(k + 1)/2 nodes arc 
accessible. 
Part (3) of the proposition follows from Lemma 1. We omit the straightforward 
details. 0 
In the w-chained complete binary tree lFzT, node 0 is the only one with in-dcgrcc = 0. 
A moment of thought will show that any node in U is accessible from node 0 - if 
sufficiently many pebbles are available. By contrast with the preceding proposition, 
the upper bounds established below wih therefore depend on the number I of 
pebbles used. 
3 Proposition. Comider the o-chaimd complete birlary tree lJ, arld let 1 2 X he the 
number of aoailable pebbles. 
( I) The nodes accessible from X = (0) arc exactly 
(0, 1,2,. . . ) [3 l 2”-“-2]}. 
(2) T/w number 0-F nodes accessible from arz arbitrary selection of initial t1ode.s X 
does not exceed 
[S * 2” -I)- V+3)]. 
Proof. L.et U be the subtree of U whose root is some node U; i.e. the nodes of W 
are defined by: 
Ci) udLJ; 
(ii) if t’ E UJ then (22~ +1) E !J and (2~ + 2) E UJ. 
Suppose X n U = (u}. We claim that if the rightmost node w on level (jz - 1) of &; 
is accessible from X, then the number of available pebbles is S/I. T’o prove this 
claim we embed a pyramid with 1 input nodes into U, as shown in Fig. 8. 
level 2 
level 1 
level 0 
Fig X. Embedding a pyramid with II = 5 input nodes. and a total of 1101 + 1)/2 = 15 nodes, into the 
subtrw U of B. 
In Fig. 8 the boldface edges are those of the pyramid. Some edges of the pyramid 
(the straight ones) are joining nodes which are adjacent in U; others (the curved 
onesj are joining nodes which are r-lor adjacent in U. However, in all cases, if node 
L’ is incident to node L” in the pyramid, there is a path from t’ to U’ in U. This kind 
of embedding shows that the pebble game on U_J (to reach node IV on level n - 1) 
cannot be ‘easier’ than the pebble game on the pyramid with IZ input nodes; SO 
that the number of pebbles required to reacth w cannot be smaller than the number 
of pebMes required to reach the output node (also ~7) of the embedded pyramid. 
This number is n, by Lemma 1, proving the claim. 
If we now let 14 = 0, so that U = lJ, and X = {0}, we conclude that with I pebbles 
we cannot reach the rightmost node on level 1 (i.e. node [2”’ -2]), and therefore 
none of the nodes above level I either. Hence, with I pebbles, the nodes accessible 
from X = (01 are all included in {0, 1,2, . . . , [2’+’ - 21). 
Are there in fact nodes on level I which can be reached using only 2 pebbles? 
A more careful analysis sex: s that the farthest node accessible from X = (0) using 
I pcbblcs is node [3 l 2’ *’ - 23. We dc! not include this analysis here because the 
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results in the rnaina;;ezt of the paper do not depend on it. This concludes the proof 
of part (1). 
Turning to part (2) of the proposition, we assume that X = {ul, . . . , u,} c T. We 
have shown above tha$ if aj is the tree whose root is u E X and X n LJ = {u j’, then 
less than the first g (Zj nodes of ali are accessible from X, for some upper bound 
function p. (As with the nodes of T, we assume an ordering on the nodes of U 
according to a bottom-up, left-to-right traversal.) 
Suppose now only one other node fi of X occurs in UJ. If f? is sufficiently far 
from u, say ri is not among the first ~(2) nodes of UJ, u and u’ do not ‘interact’ - and 
the number of nodes in U accessible form X does not exceed 2 l p(Z), i.e. less than 
the first p(I) nodes of LJ as well as less than the first p(I) nodes of &U. 
Suppose instead that z.i is among the first ~(2) nodes of U, and still no node of 
X besides u and ii occurs in U. It may now be the case that the nodes accessible 
from X includes of U more than the first p(I) nodes (but still less than the first 
p(Z) nodes of 0 c U since u & I@. What we can say, however, is that all of the nodes 
in UJ accessible from X using I pebbles are included in all the nodes in U_J accessible 
from X -{I?} using (I + 1) pebbles - which are less than the first p (I + 1) nodes of U. 
By a similar argument we show that if all of the (k - 1) nodes of X occur in UJ 
sufficiently close to u, then the nodes in LJ accessible from X are less than the first 
p(Z + k - 1). Considering each of the other nodes of X = (~1,. . n , uk} i;r turn, wc 
conclude that the number of nodes in Ul u l l l u Uk accessible from X does not 
exceed: 
A more careful analysis (not needed for the main part of the paper) shows that 
a tight upper bound on the number of nodes accessible from X = (u 1, . . . , uk} when 
we have Z 2 k 2 1 pebbles at our disposal is: 7 l 2” -l)- (I + 3). 0 
All the results in this Appendix can be established without mention of the pebble 
game on finite dags. The use of the finite dags called ‘pyramids’, the embedding 
described in the preceding proof, and Cook’s result (Lemma 1 here), were suggested 
by Michael Paterson [17], which all led to a considerable saving of technical 
drudgery. 
Appendix 2: Remaining proofs 
We complete here the proofs of Thec\rems 5.1 and 5.2. More specifically, we 
want to show that Lemmas 5.5 and 5.12 are true in general, i.e. even when 110 
restriction is placed on irputs of iterative programs over 3 and E, respectively. 
We have delayed the general cases of Lemmas 5.5 and 5.12 to this Appendix 
because they do not provide further insight into the construction of ? and @. We 
include theti here for completeness. 
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Let us start with 2 and the general case of Lemma 5.5. We have an iterative 
program P over T, and we want to show that P is equivalent .o a loop-free program 
over 2. As in 5.4 and 5.5. we may assume that P is in the similarity type of 
5 ; succ, g, 0, F). 
e set of all l-(x 1, . l . , x&terms in the similarity type of (30, F), for 
somefixedk~l andbl. 
Let f be the set of all m-y-terms in the similarity type of tk& reduct (ID; =2 ; g) 
for wme fixed m 2 k + 6. 
Every k-tuple u E ID” induces a partition on T, namely T = Ua u lfYa where: 
Cj,=(~Olthereisaterm FE ~andavaluebENu{R} 
such that t”(a ) -rr T”(b)}, (*) 
Va = (I E T 1 thci*e is no term 7~: F and no value b E D u (0) 
such that r”(a)- ?(!I)). (**) 
Rcvicwing Proposition 3 in Appendix 1, we may think of the set {fD(@ 1 t E VW} as 
the set of all values that are l s&Rciently high up’ in the w-chained complete-binary 
tree components of ID; that is, the set of values that are not accessible from &J (0) 
using crnly trt program variables. 
Ry Proposition 3 in Appendix 1, iE we set q = 3 l 2(n*mM1 ) - , then it is easily 
vcrificd that for all a E tDk : 
(ff’i(l)ff E :/o)c(12i\ti! E&j, i Cfj)U{R), (#) 
{r”carIr E t’,)c(n, 111 EN, i 24). (#*‘I 
If a /-Ii;,.... sk I- term I contains parameters in Nu (0) then for all Q = 
’ WC have that I E UU. To see this, suppose that tn(o ) + 3? and, with 
ality, that t does not mention function symbols WCC and F. (Any 
term tl of the form srlcc( l l -x l l l ) or F( l . l x l l . ) is such that u”(a)~fC~{l2).) 
h!ncc f is a term invohkg fun&ion symbol g, variables x 1, . . . , xk, and one or 
more parameters in u(Q). In fact since tD(a) HI, it is easy to see that t can 
mention only one parameter, call it 6, in N u {f?) - and that fD (a) and b must belong 
to the same w-chained complete-binary-tree component of ED. By Proposition 3 in 
Appcndlx 1 ilsce the proof of its part (2, also), we can concltide that t”(a)-ni for 
“.I 1; ‘irdmr: i s ,7 . 2”” - 2. ~0 that c 5 Ua. 
krtcc if I-x- term I is in V,, for some Q E D’(, then t cannot mention parameters 
#, not can I mention subterms that map Q to a saLtic in NW (L!}. Hence 
cannot involve SUN or F either. 
I he prcccding argument :,zlso explains our choice of F to be the set of all 
s in the similarity type of (IID; 2; g), with III 2 k +I. Had we chosen 
we would have: for some a E Dk, ,’ -x-terms in Va that mention 0, succ, 
:UL’ thus 410ll~n that for all a E ID”, a l-x-term t E Va is an expression involving 
fun&rn s);mhr 4 g ;ind variables {,Y 1, . , , , A-~}, and such that 110 subterm of t 
% u to a value irr, ‘.J {l-2 ). 
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1 Lemma. There is a finite collection Y = {VI, . . . , VP) where each :‘i is a finite set 
of l-x-terms in the similarity type of (ED; e; g), satisfying the following conditlions : 
(1) For all k-tuple a E Dk, V4 = Vi for some Vi E cl;r. 
(2) There is a loop-free program over (ID; ==; g) which on all inputa E Dk, determines 
the index i such that V# = Vi, 1 d i s p. 
Proof. (1) Recall that (ID; e; g) is uniformly locally finite w.r.t. bounded space. 
Hence there is an upper bound IV, such that for all sets W of l-(x1,. . . , ~&terms 
in the similarity type of (ID; ^ ; g) and for all a E Dk: 
lsub (a, W)l S N 
(see the discussion preceding Lemma 2.7). Consider now a k-tuple (al, . . . , ak ) E D” 
all of whose k components are distinct, and let t be an arbitrary term in Va. Let 
(t1, l 9 l , 
its valuk 
t,,} be the set of all (distinct) subterms of t. Since g is one-to-one whenever 
is rzot in Nu {a}, and since no subterm of t maps a to a valut in Nu (f2), 
it is easy to verify (by induction on the rank of the terms in {tl, . . . , t,}) [hat: 
is a set of n distinct elements. Hence we have that cz d N. Hence, if the k components 
of a arc distinct, no term t E V, has more than N distinct subterms. This also means 
that rank (t) s A? 
The same conclusion holds when two or moire of the k components of a E D” 
are equal. For example, suppose all the elements in {a I, , . . , ak _ ,} are distinct, but 
ok-1 -^ak. We can repeat the preceding argument to conclude that no 
l-(X1,. . . , xk- d-term ffz V, ,,..., uk _IJ has more than N’ distinct subterms, so that 
rank(t’) s N’, whele N’ is an upper bound on the size of substructures of 
(ED; 1; g) generated from (k - 1) elements within space 1. But N’s N, so that 
rank(t’f S N. Since a I- (x1, . . . , xk)-term t E Vfar,. . . , ak ,, akj is obtained from a 
I- (x 1, . . . , ~k-&fmn t’E K,,,...,,, 1J by replacing zero or more occurrences of 
sk _ 1 by xk, we conclude that rank(t) s N also. 
If we denote 5y TN the following set of !-(x1, . . . , ,x-k )-terms: 
TN ={c [rank(t) s N, t is in the similarity type of CD; e; g)} 
then Cl, c TN for all CL E Dk, by the preceding argument. Since TN is a finite set, the 
desired result follows. 
(2) On the basis of the preceding dkussion, the construction of an algorithm 
over (ID; 5; g) which det ermines the inu:;l i such that VO = V,, is straightforward. 
Ifd,r =3 , p-1’ - 1, there are terms to( y ), tI( y ), . . . , t,. 1( y ) E 7 (as defined before 
(*:) and +)) such that for all n EN: t:(n)-n, tf$+nl,. . . ,rF &WW,, I* The 
desired algorithm over ([Lb; --“: g) with input variables {xl, . . . , xk), carries out the 
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following steps: 
if xl *g(g(xl,xd, gh xd) then yl:=xl else y1:=gh, xd; 
i:f Xk *g(g(Xk, Xk), g(Xkr X&j) then yk := xk else yk := g(xk, xk); 
v:=g; 
far every t E TN (as defined in (1)) do 
fff~~~)C(r~~yl~,~..,f~-~(yl)}~~*~~~~~(~k),...,~~-1(yk)~ 
then V:= ‘I/ u {t} 
This procedure is clearly loop-free. On all input a E Dk, it is easily verified that this 
procedure returns in variable V the value of V=. Recall that only for elements 
94 u(~)~BD is it the case that g(g(a, a), g(a, a)) ea. q 
I et us call a k-tuple u E D4 good if all of its k components are distinct. 
For the next proof, it is easy to check that for all good a, 6 E Dk, V, = Vb if and 
anly if: 
II 1 I srrh(a, Va ) is isomorphic to sub@, V&i, and 
121 the isomarphism in (1) carries al to bI, 02 to b2,. . . , ak to bk. 
With no loss of generality, we have assumed for (2) that ail the variables in 
-8” Is. . . , .Q} are mentioned in VQ = Vn. The implication [( 1) & (2) 3 V* = Vb] is 
&l’*“ious, while the opposite implication is easily established by induction on the 
rank of terms in VpI and Vb. 
If a and 6 are not goti& then condition (‘i\ must be slightly amended. For 
t3amplc. if ~1: 1 *= ak and hk 1 )- bk while ail th,;: elements in {a I9 . . . , elk - 1) are 
distinct and as arc all those in {bl, . . . , bk I}, ther. (2) becomes: 
Q”j the isomorphism in (1) carries nl to b1 to bZ, . . . , ak- 1 to bk -+ 
Hcncc !; determines the substructure sub@ I!,-,) up to isomorphism. We can 
thcrcforc qualify V,, as being good or not, according to whether the k-tuple a which 
led to it is good or not. And if V, is not good, then we shall say that two distinct 
aariahle x8 and x, mentioned by terms in ‘V= are equicnlent if ai eu,. It is worth 
4xerving that xi and A-,, as terms, may or may not belong to C$. 
Pmof af Theorem 5.1. Consider an arbitrary iterative program P over i&, F) 
with k input variables and I program variables. Let .I * = (VI, . . . , Vp} be the 
c-wlktic~n determined in the preceding lemma, where each V, is a finite set of 
-431,. . . , A~ D-terms. Note that, by the lemma: 
$Ji” =(ac L ! c/o = V,)w- •-“{aEIDk~v~=Vp}. . 
Wc tirst shc,w that for every C’ E t ; P is equivaien’i to a loop-free program over 
puts arc restricted to (a E l5’ i Va = V}. Let C’ = {C ,(x ), . . , , L’,, CX)] E 3” and 
’ 1’ t’, where ‘I’ is the set of all I-x-terms. Let S bc the program scheme 
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corresponding to program P, and let 
fed(S) = ((ai9 ti)) Ii E W>, 
where each ai is a finite conjunction of atomic and negated atomic formulas and 
ti is a Z-x-term, ai and fi being in the similarity type of (30, F). Also, all terms 
appearing in ai are Z-x-terms. With no loss of generality, we assume that S has 
infinitely many finite paths, so that fecd(!C: is written as an infinite r.e. sequence. 
We now give another fed, called B, based on the definition of fed(S). When 
I3 (or more properly, the program scheme corresponding to B) is introduced 
by an appropriately defined sequence of assignment instructions, the resulting 
program scheme will be equivalent to S over 3 when inputs are restricted to 
{a E Dkl V4 == V). The appropriate sequence of assignments introducing B is: 
I 
input xl,. . . , xk 
I yn+1 := F(Q); . . . ; yzn := F(v,)] 
corresponding to B ) 
Note that the values stored in { yl, . . . , y2,*} are always in N u [L!}. The input variables 
of B will be (~1,. . . ,y?n}~{Xi)l~i~k andxiEU}. 
We next define fed B = ((pi, UJ 1 i E w). Each pair (p, u) in 13 is obtained from the 
corresponding pair (a, t) in fed(S) by the following steps: 
(a) If V is not good, replace every variable xi in CY by an equivalent variable s, 
whose index i is the smallest -. if such xi exists. 
This preliminary step (a) guarantees the correctness of steps (c) and (d) below. 
(b) Replace every atomic (respectively, negated atomic) formula of the form 
c -rr w (respectively, u 9 w ) with v E V and w E U, by fake (respectively, true). 
(c) Replace every atomic (respectively, negated atomic) formula of the form 
V * v’ (respectively, u # v’) with v, v ’ E V and v f v’, by false (respectively, frrte ). 
(d) Replace every atomic (respectively, negated atomic) formula of the form 
t q * v (respectively, v + v) with t‘ E V, by true (respectively, false). 
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After steps tb), (c), and (d), if p still contains a term from V then this term must 
appear in fi as a subterm of another term from U. We next proceed to eliminate 
from /3 al! subterms that are terms in V. 
de) For every Vi E V, replace in p every subterm of the form succ (vi) by a ; every 
subterm of the form g(Ui, *) of g(*, vi) not in V by 0 if * # ZIP, and by yi if * = tri ; 
andevery subterm of the form F( vi) b)r yn +i. 
As a result of step (e) all terms beloklging to V have been eliminated from the 
expression of /3, in particular also all variables which (as terms) belong to V. So 
far, the I-x-term t, in the pair (ac, t), has not been changed. We next transform t to 
obtain II, in the pair (/3, u). 
df) If I = t’, E V, let u = f; and if t & V, the? :r=peat he substitutions of step (e) 
in f. 
It is readily seen that all terms appearing in B = ((pi, Ui) 1 i E w) have pebble- 
csmplcxity SL Hence B is indeed the fed of an iterative program scheme. 
‘, Strictly speaking, the input variables of B also contain {xi 11 s i 6 k and xi E V}, 
, since the latter appear in the terms in V = {v 1, . . . , v,} which were left untouched 
in step rf f above. However, (~1, . . . , v,,) are only mentioned as outputs of B and 
do not interfere with the satisfactiozl and non-satisfaction of the p’s, and therefore 
can be treated as (finitely many) formal parameters not affecting the flow of 
computation in IS. 
Observing that the values assigned to the input variables of B, { y 1, , v . , ~1,~) LJ 
9 letI i 1 * i e k and xI E U}, are restricted to the set: 
, icqji,{R}, 
whcrcq ~3 - 2’“’ “- 1, we conclude that B can be replaced by a loop-free program 
whcme kquivaient to B over ? when inputs are thus restricted) by Lemma 5.5. 
f&viewing the definitions of B (together with the sequence of assignments 
introducing B), of fpdS) and S, we also conclude that they are all equivalent 
tcr the same loop-free program scheme over T” when inputs are restricted to 
(I f Dk i \‘a = \f ). 
An immediate consequence of the preceding is that, for all Vl E T”, there is a 
Icrop-f rce program over I’ denoted Qi which is equivalent to P when Inputs are 
restricted to {a E V,). We now conclude that P itself is equivalent to a 
loop-free progra that carries out the following steps: 
Given arbitrary a E Dk, determine the set Va and the index i such that 
I’, using the loop-free program of part (2) of the lemma; 
n loop-f&c program Q, on input a ; 
y 31 if and when O,ia ) converges, return the resulting output of 0,. 
‘IIoc vcrificati;:,r of this procedure is straightforward. g 
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The preceding development can be directly adapted to structure CF. Now we have 
an iterative program P over structure @, and we want to show that P is equivalent 
to a loop-free program over @ - which is the general case of Lemma 5.12. 
We indicate how each concept defined in relation to 3 must be amended in 
relation to 65 The set T is now set of all I- (X 1, . . . , x&terms in the similarity type 
of@* , 
The set F is now the set of all m-(~1, . . . , y&terms in the SI mi&arity type of the 
reduct (IE; ==; pair, g), for some fixed m 2 k + 1. 
Every k-tuple a E lEk induces a partition on T, namely T = Uu u Va where: 
Ii/h = {t E T 1 there is a term FE F and a m-tuple ir E (N u {Q))“’ 
su;:h that tf(uje FE@)}, ($1 
Va = {r c T 1 there is no term FE F and no m-tuple b E (N u (0))” 
such that t”(a) == t”(b)}. 6$) 
By PropositikJns 2 and 3 in Appendix 1, it is not difficult to check that if 
4 = 3 . p-1)__ 1, then for all a E lEk: 
{t”(a)lt~ V’}c{niln &,~>rn, i arbitrary} 
By an argument similar to that used in the case of p, we can again show hcrc 
that every/-(x,, . . . , xk)-term tE Va cannot involve parameters in Et1 (I !42} = N u (I?}, 
nor therefore can it involve pred, proj, and &. Hence such a 1.. (X ], . r , 9 ~~)-t~rrn is 
in the similarity type of (IE; rs- ; pair, g). 
There is an added compiication in the case of E; namely, there are k-tuples 
a E IF’ such that V, is an infinite set. This happens, for ex:rmple, if there is a~ term 
TV V/a such that tE(a)2ni and n&Eou* l •cI~~~__~ and ic:3 l 2’1-“‘- 1; in such a 
situation there is a f-x-term ~((x ) such that f”(a) e/(n) -ni, so that also tF (a) 2 
&g(t”ia j, t”(a))). Then if we define the set of rl- (x1, . . . , _I+& )-terms {uilj E a,) induc- 
tively by: 
(1) 00 = u(g(t, 01, 
(2) uj.f-1 = Utgioj, vi)) 
then for all j E W, ~,~(a) 2 Izi, which in turn implies that Va is infinite. 
Instead of working with l/b, we shall work with an appropriately defined finite 
subset 6# c_ Vcl. Given a term t, wc denote by subterms the set of all subterms 
of t. We choose a fixed enumeration of all I- (x1, . . , , xk)-terms in the similarity 
type of (‘0; ^ ; pair, g), say: f0, ?I, . . . , fi, . . . , i E W, satisfying the following condition: 
for all i, j E O, if i <j then Isubterms(t,)I * jsuhferrns(ti)(. 
For all 11 E Ek, we now define fa as: 
q, = {filfj E V. and there is no term fi, i < j, such that f f’(a ) h z:‘(u )}. 
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it is clear that sub (a, &) = sub (u, V,). Since (E; -h ; pair, g) is uniformly locally finite 
w.r.t. bounded space, there is an upper bound N such that for all a E lEk: 
2 Lemma. There is a finite collection Y = (VI, . . . , VP} where each Vi is a finite set 
&gf I-x-terms in the similarity type of (IE; *; pair, g), satisfying the jollowing conditions : 
(1) f;‘br al2 k-tuple a E Ek, Pa r Vi for some Vi E “y: 
(2) There is a loop-free program over (IE; ^ ; pair, proj, g) which on input a E lEk, 
determines the index i such that c. = Vi, i s i s p. 
Pr&. (1) This is similar to part (1) of Lemma 1. We want to show that for all 
4: G 6” md all t E &, rank(t) s AC In contrast to the proof of Lemma 1, we do not 
need ‘!c. distinguish between the cases when the k components of a are distinct 
and wkn they are not, because of the ordering we have imposed on the enumeration 
of aii I-a-terms in the similarity type of (IE; e; pair, g). 
WC consider an arbitrary term t E c# and the corresponding set subterm (t) = 
ct I,, . . , t,J. By the definition of pa, each of the elements in: 
must be distinca, so that rank(t) 6 II s IV? as desired. 
If we denote by TN the following finite set of l-(x1, . . . , xk)-terms: 
TN = {t frank (f ) d NV t is in the similarity type of (IF; -rr ; pair, g)}. 
then for all II E E’, we have that l?# c TN. 
f2) Similar $0 part (2) of Lemma 1. If q = 3 l 2”“.-‘)- 1, there are m-x-terms 
involving only function symbol g, to(x), t&x), . . . , tq_ &), such that for all n E E: 
f3n9-n f”(n9”n~ -_ f I , . . . , t,“-,!n Fnq--l. Let us also define the following special 
m-l .?‘I, . . _ . y,;, J-terms, where we denote ( yl, . . . , y,,,) by y : 
liIn l(Y) = *the m-y-term t( yl, . . . . y,,) defined in the proof of Lemma 
5.11, with 1 changed to m’ 
Clearly if n E i,, with 0 s r c m, then there is a m-tuple b E (Nu (0))“’ such that 
U! c1 tc. 
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The desired loop-free program over (IE; s; pair, proj, g) has the following form: 
if xl ==g(g(xl, xl), g(xl, x1)) then f~:= x1 else $I:= g(x1, xl.); 
if xk h g(g (xk, x& ), g(&, xk)) then i_k := xk else & := g (xk, xk ); 
foriE{l,Z,...,k}do 
begin yi 1 :=pr~j(O,x'i); 
_Yi2 +p~Oj(O*, fi); 
Y. l - proJ'(Om-1, x’i) Irn l - 
end; 
v:= 0; 
for t E TN (as defined in (1)) do 
if lE(x) & {&u:(b)) 10 SiCq,OSj<m,bE{ylby12 ,..., yknt )‘-’ ) then 
v:= vu(t) 
In this procedure the values stored in Xl, . . . , ik are always from E u (0) C E, 
while those stored in ~11, ~12, . . . , ykm are from f$/ u (0). On input J E E”, this 
program i eturns in variable V the value of V,, n TN, not that of i6. To obtain, \i, 
which. I:, a subset of V. n TN, we list the members of the latter set in the order 
specified before the lemma, eliminating every term t’ which maps a to the stmc 
value as another term t already listed. Since there is a finite upper bound (indepen- 
dent of u) on the size of Va n T N, we can thus determine & in a loop-ftec 
fashion. Cl 
An immediate consequence of the preceding lemma is that, iU8 all u E lEk and all 
I-x-term t, it is decidable whether t E U. or d E Va. First we can effectively determine 
the ,set I&, by part (2) of the lemma, the structure (E; ^ ; pair, proj, g) being compu- 
table. Second, t is in V’ if and only if t does nat involve pred, proj, and 6, and 
there is a term f~ V# such that fE(~)= f”(a). 
We leave it to the reader to check that for all u 4Ek, the set of’ terms & 
cle%!rmines up to isomorphism the substructure sub@, V,,) = sub@, b', b. 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. This proof follows closely the earlier proof of Theorem 
5.1. We point out the differences between the two proofs. 
Instead of Va, we use here Va. As in 5.1, we first show that for each V E 1; 
*Lvery iterative program P over E is equivalent to a loop-free progsam over (2 when 
inputs are restricted to {a E lEk 1 pa = 0). Here 8 is a finite set of I-x-terms, say 
V = (U1, v2,. . . , v,}; we denote V, by V, and U = T - V. 
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As in 5.1, we define fed(S) from f, and then another fedB from fed(S). The 
appropriate sequence of assignments introducing R is now: 
T 
input x1,. . . ,xk 
. G 
for&{l,..., n} QO if g(Ui, vi)& V then yi:=g(vi, vi) else yi:=fi 
l 
I 
I Yn+l := &I,);. . . ;y2, := &u,) 1 
IF-j I ’ ‘Zn+l := Mq; l * -= bnlq n . 
I fWi,jE{l,..., n} do Zij:=JVUj (Vi, Vi) ] 
\ 
program scheme \ 
In the above program scheme, 4 = 3 l 2’“’ “- 1. An assignment of the form y := [v& 
1% a short-hand notation for the following operation (whF,:n we interpret the scheme 
in et: l *#f &q,& and ~“(a)Ql,. . . ,b,) for some saq, then y:=&, . . . ,6,) 
ek y:=fl”. That is, if v”(a) is a sequence whose length exceeds 4, then [&a j], 
c(Jnsists of the first 4 components in v”(a). It is easily checked that, for a fixed 4, 
the function [ 34 can be computed by a loop-free program over CF. 
The values stored in ().I,. . . ,~3~, zIl,z12,. . . , r,,,} are always in {tE(a)lt~ Uj. 
The input variabies of B are (yl, . . . , _~3~, z 1 I, . . . , znrl) u {xl 11 s i s k and _xi E U). 
In the definition of B, step (a) becomes: 
$3) Replace every term tl E V which appears in either CY or I by an equivalent 
term t’ E I? 1 L” and t’ are ‘equivalent’ if t’ ‘(a ) = i! E(a )). 
Steps cbr, W. and (d) are identical to W, (c), and (d) III the proof of 5.1 -except 
that c here replaces V there. 
Step 4e) now becomes: 
Fat every t’# c c, replace in /3 every subterm of the form p&(oi) by 0; every 
krm of the form pair& *“:) or pair!*, t’, ) not in c by G; every subterm of the 
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form g(ui, *) or g (*, Ui) not in 0 by J2 if * # t),, and by yi if * = ~1; and every subterm 
of the form &(,i) by y,+i. Further, for all c,, 9j E 9, replace in p every sssbterm of 
the form prOj(ui, *) with *E U by 0; every subterm of the form p~j(*, u,) with 
* E U by proi(*, YZ n+j); and every subterm of the form proj(vi, vi) by zib 
Step (f) here is identical to (f) in the proof of 5.1, with p replacing V. 
The rest of the proof is now similar to the proof of 5.1, with p replacing V 
throughout. Cl 
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